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Abstract 

In recent years, various tools and algorithms have been proposed and continue to be proposed 

by researchers to develop highly successful medical decision support systems. However, the 

clinical use of these algorithms is very limited due to various limitations. Making the necessary 

software installations to run the algorithm and lack of programming knowledge is some of these 

restrictions. In this study, a web-based classification software developed with the Julia 

programming language, which can be used by physicians in their medical research and clinical 

decisions, is introduced. Through this software, coronary artery disease detection was performed 

with the Cleveland heart disease database, which is a publicly accessible data set. The dataset 

was classified with eight different classifiers (KNN, SVM, DT, RF, AdaBoost, Gauss Naive Bayes, 

LDA, LR) supported by the software. The metrics obtained by 10-fold cross-validation of the data 

set are reported. The SVM classifier achieved the highest classification accuracy with 86.44%. 

The software proposed in this study may assist clinicians in research and patient identification. 

Keywords: Julia; dash; classification; heart disease; web-based artificial intelligence software 

 

1. Introduction 

Computerized clinical decision support systems are an important part of healthcare 
today. A clinical decision support system takes patient information as input. With these 
inputs, it aims to improve medical decisions and improve health care delivery [1]. Clinical 
decision support systems support clinicians in their scientific studies and complex 
decision-making processes [2]. Advances in computer technologies have led to rapid 
development of clinical decision-making systems since the first use of clinical decision-
making systems. Pharmaceutical databases, electronic records of patients, and 
international open databases have contributed to the development of these systems. 
Machine learning-based artificial intelligence algorithms are presented as a decision 
support system to help clinicians predict patient outcomes [3].  

It can be said that there are various difficulties in the use of decision support systems 
that have emerged in recent years by clinicians. Decision support systems are usually 
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connected to a computer system. This situation causes the system to be inaccessible 
from anywhere at all times. Every algorithm developed cannot always turn into a decision 
support system. In this case, programming knowledge is needed to code the algorithm. 
In order to code these programs, various software installations and data to train and test 
this software are needed. It is also inevitable to have a computer equipped with the 
equipment where these algorithms can be trained and run. In this study, web-based 
classification software implemented with the Julia programming language, which is a 
decision support system that can be run from any platform and which does not need to 
set up a program and have programming knowledge, is introduced. The software was 
developed by Inonu University, Department of Biostatistics and Medical Informatics.  

In order to benefit from the speed of the Julia programming language, the web-based 
classification software was implemented in the Julia programming language [4]. Web-
based classification software and the Cleveland heart disease database [5], a publicly 
accessible dataset, were used. With this database, the system has been trained and 
tested with the aim of detecting coronary artery disease. 

Heart disease is often referred to as coronary artery disease. Coronary artery disease is 
a broad term that can refer to any condition that affects the heart. Coronary artery 
diseases can be defined as all kinds of disorders such as infections affecting the heart, 
genetic disorders, vascular disease, heart valve disease. Coronary artery disease is the 
most common form of cardiovascular disease and is the leading cause of heart attacks 
[6]. There are many factors that cause coronary artery diseases. While some of these 
factors cannot be changed (age, gender, family history), some of them can cease to be 
risk factors by changing their lifestyle (smoking, alcohol, physical activity, etc.). Coronary 
artery disease can be detected by symptoms of chest pain and fatigue while in some 
people, it shows no symptoms [7]. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor the symptoms 
that cause heart disease, and the risk status should be followed up by the physician and 
the patient. The primary method used to diagnose heart disease is angiography. 
However, it is very costly and requires technical experience [8]. Apart from this, various 
techniques such as blood pressure monitoring, echocardiogram, electrocardiography, 
electrophysiological examinations, myocardial perfusion scans and tilt table test are 
performed to diagnose heart disease [9]. 

Machine learning algorithms play a dominant role in diagnosing heart disease. Machine 
learning algorithms have the advantage of extracting necessary information from large 
amounts of data. Many studies have been carried out in the field of machine learning 
with the Cleveland heart disease database. Javeed et al. [10] developed an efficient and 
less complex model to improve coronary heart disease risk estimation using a random 
search algorithm and a Random Forest (RF) model. Using the 7-element subset of the 
features, they achieved an accuracy of 93.33%. The model showed a 3.3% improvement 
over standard RF. Pasha et al. [11] proposed a new feature reduction (NFR) model for 
effective heart disease risk estimation in Cleveland, Hungary, Statlog, and Switzerland 
datasets. They replaced the missing values with the average values of the column. 
Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), Boosted Regression Tree (BRT), 
Stochastic Gradient Boosting (SGB) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification 
algorithms were used in the study. Classification metric values of the algorithms used 
were calculated. By comparing the metric values, the algorithm with the highest 
classification performance was determined. Using LR (9 features) on the Cleveland 
dataset, they reported an accuracy of 92.53% and an AUC of 0.9268. Saqlain et al. [12] 
proposed a feature subset selection method to improve cardiovascular risk prediction 
results using feature selection algorithms (MFSFSA), forward feature selection algorithm 
(FFSA), and reverse feature selection algorithm (RFSA) based on average fisherman 
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score. They classified the feature subsets with the RBF kernel-based SVM classifier. 
They tested the proposed model on Cleveland and different data sets. They achieved an 
accuracy of 81.19% on the Cleveland dataset with seven features. Muhammed et al. [13] 
proposed an intelligent prediction model for early detection of heart disease by training 
various machine learning classifiers on the best features of the Cleveland dataset using 
10-fold cross validation. The researchers applied four feature selection algorithms: fast 
correlation-based filter (FCBF), minimum redundancy maximum relevance (mRMR), 
LASSO, and Relief to obtain key and more relevant features in the study. Researchers 
have achieved 94.41% accuracy with the Extra Tree classifier in the study. Ali et al. [14] 
used a 70:30 ratio validation for the training and test datasets to create an autonomous 
diagnostic system for heart disease identification using an enhanced deep neural 
network (DNN) and chi-square feature selection for classification in the Cleveland 
dataset. In the test dataset, they reported the accuracy of the proposed hybrid model as 
93.33% and the AUC value as 0.94. Gupta et al. [15] obtained 92.30% classification 
accuracy using standardized data Logistic Regression in their study by dividing the 
Cleveland heart dataset for training and testing by a ratio of 70:30. They also obtained 
the best classification accuracy by testing the KNN classifier with a k value between 2 
and 20 and 90.11% at k = 14. 

In this study, web-based classification software coded with Julia programming language 
was used. The software supports eight different classifiers such as K - Nearest 
neighbors, SVM, Decision tree classifier, Random Forest Classifier, AdaBoost classifier, 
Gaussian Naive Bayes Classifier, LDA classifier, and Logistic Regression Classifier. The 
dataset was trained and classified with all the classifiers supported by the software. The 
software split the data set in a 10-fold cross-validation manner and presented the 
classification results to the user with tabular metrics. 

2. Materials and Methods 

Web-based classification software developed with the Julia programming language was 
used in the study. With the application in question, the heart disease classification model 
was trained and tested using the Cleveland heart disease database. The application 
contains eight different classification algorithms. In this section, the software, the dataset 
and the classifiers are introduced. 

2.1. Dataset 

The Cleveland heart disease database is an open access database [16]. The database 
contains 303 observations, 297 of which are complete observations and six observations 
with incomplete data. The database has 76 features. In studies conducted with the data 
set in the literature, missing observations are generally removed from the data set. In 
this way, the data set includes 137 patient (1) and 160 healthy (0) observations. In 
studies conducted in the literature with the data set, 13 features were generally used to 
increase the classification performance. In this study, in order to compare the 
classification performance of the web software with existing studies, missing 
observations were removed from the dataset and 13 features were used. The features 
used are described in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Details of the Cleveland heart disease database 

        Features Explanation State 

1. Age Numeric input 
2. Sex 0: Female, 

1: Male 
input 

3. Cp: chest pain 0: typical angina, 
1: atypical angina, 
2: non-anginal pain 
3: asymptomatic 

input 

4. trestbps: resting blood pressure 
(blood pressure in mm Hg at the time 
of admission to hospital) 

Numeric input 

5. kol: Cholesterol value in mg / dl 
measured with the BMI sensor 

Numeric input 

6. fbs: fasting blood sugar 0: <   120 mg / dl 
1: > 120 mg / dl 

input 

7. restecg: resting electrocardiographic 
results 

0: normal 
1: Having ST-T wave abnormality (T wave 
inversions and/or ST elevation or depression > 0.05 
mV) 
2: Demonstration of probable or definite left 
ventricular hypertrophy according to Estes criteria 

input 

8. thalach: maximum heart rate Numeric input 
9. exang: angina (compression) due to 

exercise 
Numeric input 

10. oldpeak: Exercise-induced ST 
depression at rest 

Numeric input 

11. egim: hill exercise ST segment slope 1: upsloping 
2: straight 
3: sloping down 

input 

12. ca: number of major vessels colored 
by fluoroscopy (for calcification of 
vessels) 

0: No occluded vessel 
1: 1 vessel 
2: 2 vessel 
3: 3 vessel 

input 

13. thal: results of nuclear stress test 1: normal; 
2: fixed defect; 
3: reversible defect 

input 

14. num: Target variable representing the 
diagnosis of heart disease 
(angiographic disease status) in any 
major vessel 

0: < 50% diameter reduction 
1: > 50% diameter reduction 

output 
(target) 

2.2. Web   Based   Data   Classification   Software   Programmed   with  Julia  

      Programming Language 

The interface of our data classification software [18], which is under the title of Julia 
software among Data Science and Artificial Intelligence Based Web Software [17], 
developed by our department is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1.  Interface of Interactive Web Software  

Association Rules Mining, Data Classification Software, Cluster Analysis and Regression 
Analysis software are available in the Julia Web Software menu. Figure 2 shows the 
interface of the Classification Software. 

 

Figure 2.  Interface of web-based Data Classification Software programmed with the 
Julia programming language 

The software consists of three menus. The software is introduced in the login menu. File 
(csv, xlsx, sav) loading and data display operations are performed in the data operations 
menu. The Analysis menu view of the software is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3.  Analysis Menu View of web-based Data Classification Software programmed 
with Julia programming language 

In the analysis menu shown in Figure 3, the feature fields in the data set can be selected. 
In this way, it can be determined how much which feature affects the model. Besides, 
the target area can also be selected. From the result table, the classification method 
(KNN, SVM, DT, RF, AdaBoost, Gauss Naive Bayes, LDA, LR) is selected. Then, 
classification accuracies of training and test datasets and classification metrics such as 
F1 Score, Precision, Recall of classes are presented to the user in tabular form. 

K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) Classifiers: KNN is based on estimating the class of the 
sample based on the information in which class the nearest neighbours of the vector 
formed by the independent variables are dense. The KNN algorithm makes predictions 
on two basic parameters; The Distance parameter represents the distance of the point 
to be estimated from other points. There are different distance calculation algorithms 
such as Euclid, Minkowski. The K (neighbourhood number) parameter is the parameter 
that tells how many nearest neighbours will be calculated over [19]. 

Support Vector Machine (SVM): SVM classifiers classify with the supervised learning 
method. It relies on drawing a line or hyperplane to separate points placed on a plane. It 
aims to have this line at the maximum distance for the points of both classes [20]. 

Decision Tree (DT): DT is one of the tree-based learning algorithms. It is among the 
supervised learning algorithms. They classify the dataset by dividing it into smaller sets 
by applying a set of decision rules. 

Random Forest (RF) algorithm: RF is an algorithm that produces and classifies 
multiple decision trees by training each one on a different observation sample. The 
algorithm creates a decision tree for each sample, and the estimated value result of each 
decision tree is formed. Voting is performed for each value formed as a result of the 
prediction. Observation is assigned to the class with the most votes [22]. 

AdaBoost Classifier: AdaBoost Classifier is one of the Ensemble Learning methods. 
Boosting is to create a strong learner by bringing together many weak learners and 
training them cumulatively. In the Adaboost classification model, the training set is first 
trained with a weak learner. Learners who make incorrect predictions after training are 
important for the AdaBoost algorithm. In the next training, the incorrectly learned training 
data in the first estimation is retrained by giving more priority, that is, by increasing the 
weights. The results are combined by training the weak learner output to be the input to 
the other learner. In this way, it performs the classification process [23]. 

Gaussian Naive Bayes Classifier: It makes use of Bayes Theorem during the training 
phase. According to the conditional independence assumption, each feature is handled 
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independently. In this way, the number of parameters to be estimated is considerably 
reduced. Probability values are calculated for the algorithm to work. These are the 
probabilities of each class in the training dataset and the conditional probabilities of each 
input value given each class value. In the Gaussian Naive Bayes algorithm, in addition 
to the probabilities of each class, the mean and standard deviation values of each class 
are also calculated and classification is made.[24] 

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA): The LDA Classification algorithm is based on 
developing a probability model per class based on the particular distribution of 
observations for each input variable. It works by calculating summary statistics for input 
properties by class label, such as mean and standard deviation. These statistics 
represent the model learned from the training data. In practice, linear algebra operations 
are used to efficiently calculate required quantities via matrix decomposition. Estimates 
are made by estimating the probability of a new instance of each class label based on 
the values of each input attribute. The class that results most likely is then assigned to 
the instance. Therefore, LDA can be thought of as a simple application of Bayes' 
Theorem for classification. LDA assumes that the input variables are numeric and 
normally distributed and have the same variance (spread). If this is not the case, it may 
be desirable to transform the data to have a Gaussian distribution and standardize or 
normalize the data prior to modeling [25]. 

Logistic Regression Classifier (LR): LR is a data analysis technique that uses 
mathematical calculations to find relationships between two attributes. LR then classifies 
using the mathematical relationship it establishes to estimate the value of the target 
variable. 

3. Results 

Eight classification algorithms supported by the developed software were trained and 
tested with the data set. The models were compared with the performance metrics 
supported by the software. The results are obtained with the 10-fold Cross validation 
method as default by the software. 

3.1. Performance Metrics 

Performance metrics supported by the software are explained and listed. 

Accuracy (Acc.): Acc. is the ratio of all classification predictions to the number of 
successfully predicted data. FN and FP represent the number of incorrect predictions of 
classes with each other. TP and TN represent the number of observations for which 
classes were predicted correctly. With this information, Accuracy is calculated as shown 
in Equation (1). 

𝐴𝑐𝑐. =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 (1) 

Precision (P): P is a probability measure that evaluates the probability of a positive 
prediction being correct, as shown in Equation (2). 
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𝑃 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 (2) 

Recall (R): R is the proportion of positively correctly predicted samples belonging to the 
positive class and the formula is as stated in Equation (3). 

𝑅 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 (3) 

F1 Score: Often referred to as the F measure. The F1 score is a measure used to 
determine the accuracy of a test. Calculates the score taking into account the precision 
P of the test and the recall R. In order not to make an erroneous model selection in 
unequally distributed data sets, the F measure is sometimes used instead of Accuracy. 
The formula for measure F is as stated in Equation (4) 

𝑓1 = 2 ∗
𝑃 ∗ 𝑅

𝑃 + 𝑅
 (4) 

 

3.2. Experimental Results 

The presence of heart disease was estimated in this study. Estimation was carried out 
with different classification algorithms. The classification metrics of the algorithms were 
calculated. In Table 2, classification performance metrics are shown together with the 
classifier parameters. 

Table 2. Classification performance metrics 

 Metrics 

Methods Acc. (%) F1 Score (%) P (%) R (%) 

KNN 
(K=5) 

69,66 56,22 56,33 56,25 

SVM 
(Kernel: Lineer 
C=0.025) 

86,44 74,84 74,91 74,77 

DT 
(MaxDepth:5) 

73,37 64,75 64,81 64,73 

RF 

(MaxDepth:5, 
n_estimators:10, 
max_features:1) 

79,79 71,59 71,57 71,65 

AdaBoost 82,31 69,96 70,00 70,08 
Gaussian Naive 
Bayes 

85,23 76,74 77,60 77,23 

LDA 86,06 73,33 73,66 73,66 
LR 86,02 73,30 73,33 73,44 

As can be seen in Table 2, the SVM classifier (86.44%) achieved the highest 
classification accuracy. Figure 4 shows the graph comparing classifier performances. 
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Figure 4 – Classifier performances 

4. Conclusion 

In this study, a software has been proposed for clinicians to use machine learning 
methods, which have been successfully presented in the literature, in their research and 
treatment. The software is a web-based software. It is programmed with the julia 
language. The software enables the use of classification algorithms without the need for 
program installation and programming knowledge. It aims to enable clinicians to analyze 
by simply uploading their data. In the study, the SVM classifier came to the fore with a 
classification accuracy of 86.44% in the detection of heart disease. The proposed 
software is under development and in the next versions, 10-fold cross-validation will be 
user-configurable. In the future, missing and excessive values in the data are planned to 
be detected by the software and removed from the user-approved data set. In addition, 
it is considered that the user-approved data set normalization phase will be carried out. 
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Abstract 

Healthcare data collection, storage, retrieval, and analysis are enabled by various technologies 

and tools in health information systems. These systems include health information exchanges, 

telemedicine platforms, clinical decision support systems, and electronic health records. They aim 

to improve patient outcomes, provider communication, and healthcare workflows. Machine 

learning is being used in emergency rooms to address challenges such as increasing patient 

volume, limited resources, and the need for quick decisions. Machine learning algorithms can 

assist in triage and risk stratification by identifying patients requiring urgent care and predicting 

the severity of their condition. By analyzing various patient data sources, machine learning can 

detect patterns and indicators that human clinicians may miss, enabling early intervention and 

potentially saving lives. However, there is a lack of comparative evaluation of ensemble methods 

used in analysis. Therefore, this study aims to thoroughly examine and analyze various ensemble 

methods to understand their efficacy and performance, contributing valuable insights to 

researchers and practitioners. 

Keywords: ensemble methods, logistic regression, prediction, emergency department 

 

1. Introduction 

Emergency services are essential healthcare units that provide immediate medical 
assistance to patients in need. They are categorized based on the urgency and severity 
of the patient's condition, with red indicating life-threatening emergencies, yellow 
indicating conditions with a risk of permanent damage, and green indicating mild injuries 
or illnesses [1]. Information systems play a crucial role in emergency care by providing 
insights into the workload, patient information, and preliminary assessments in the 
emergency department. These systems enable informed decision-making for triage and 
resource allocation, addressing challenges such as overcrowding and improving overall 
emergency care [2]. Healthcare information systems encompass various technologies, 
processes, and tools that facilitate the collection, storage, retrieval, and analysis of 
healthcare data [3]. Electronic health records (EHRs) serve as digital databases of 
patient information, supporting comprehensive and coordinated care [4]. EHRs aid clinic 
allergies ending by providing immediate access to vital patient data, alerting healthcare 
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professionals to potential interactions or allergies and suggesting evidence-based 
treatment options [5]. Clinical decision support systems (CDSS) utilize advanced 
algorithms and medical knowledge databases to enhance diagnosis accuracy, reduce 
errors, and improve patient safety [5].  Machine learning is a significant component of 
information systems, analyzing large volumes of medical data and extracting valuable 
insights. It improves patient care, optimizes resource allocation, and enhances decision-
making processes [8]. In emergency departments (EDs), machine learning algorithms 
improve triage and risk stratification by accurately predicting the severity of a patient's 
condition and identifying those in urgent need of care [9]. Furthermore, machine learning 
can detect patterns and indicators in diverse data sources, enabling early diagnosis and 
prediction of adverse events that may be missed by human clinicians [10]. This study 
aims to analyze ED admission rates and develop a predictive model to determine the 
likelihood of future hospitalization. The objectives include reducing overcrowding, 
expediting treatment for urgent cases, and increasing employee motivation. By analyzing 
patient demographics, medical history, and severity of conditions, advanced statistical 
techniques and machine learning algorithms will be used to develop a reliable framework 
for predicting hospitalization rates. Implementing the study's findings can improve 
operational efficiency, patient outcomes, and the work environment in EDs. 

2. Literature Review 

Table 1. Literature Review 

STUDY TECHNIQUE EVALUATION RESULT 

(Barak-Corren et 
al., 2021) 

eXtreme Gradient Boosting AUC 
AUC 

0.90-0.93 

(Lee et al. 
,2020) 

Multinomial Logistic 
Regression, 

Neural Network, 
Support Vector Machine 

Accuracy (%95 CI) 
 

Accuracy 
MLR = 81.6 

Neural Network =81.2 
Support Vector Machine=81.4 

 

(Graham et al. 
,2018) 

Logistic Regression, 
Decision Trees, 

Gradient Boosting 

Accuracy (%95 CI)                  
AUC 

Accuracy                                               
LR=79.94                                       

Decision Trees=80.06                       
GBM=80.31                                       

AUC                                                       
LR=0.849                                     

Decision Trees=0.824                     
GBM = 0.859 

(Peck et al. 
,2013) 

Logistic Regression 
AUC                                                        
R2 

AUC                                                              
LR=0.80-0.89                                             

R2                                                              
LR=0.58 - 0.90 

(Woo Suk Hong 
et al.,2018) 

Logistic Regression, 
Gradient Boosting,                                 

Deep Neural Networks 

AUC  
 
 

AUC 
LR=0.87 

XGBOOST=0.87 
DNN=0.87 

 

(Sun et al., 
2011) 

Logistic Regression 
ROC                                        

Accuracy (%95 CI) 

ROC                                                          
LR=0.849                                             
Accuracy                                                  
LR=84.7 

 
Ensemble methods in machine learning have garnered significant attention and 
demonstrated impressive success rates in various applications [11]-[24],[31]. These 
techniques aim to improve the performance and robustness of predictive models by 
combining the predictions of multiple base learners, thereby leveraging the diversity of 
these learners to achieve better overall results. Despite their widespread adoption and 
promising outcomes, the existing literature still lacks comprehensive comparative studies 
that thoroughly evaluate and compare different ensemble methods. 
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Numerous individual studies in the existing literature showcase the effectiveness of 
ensemble methods, highlighting their contributions to various tasks. For instance, 
researchers have demonstrated the benefits of ensemble methods like XGBoost 
Regression in classification tasks. A study by Barak-Corren et al. (2010) [11] showed 
that an ensemble of Multinomial Logistic Regression models outperformed individual 
logistic regression models in predicting customer churn, achieving higher accuracy and 
better generalization. 
 
However, despite these individual success stories, there is a notable lack of direct 
comparisons between different ensemble methods in the literature. Few studies conduct 
head-to-head evaluations to determine which ensemble technique is more suitable for 
specific scenarios. 
 
For this reason, this study aims to fill this gap by comparing the performance of four 
prominent ensemble methods: Adaboost, LogitBoost, GentleBoost, and RusBoost. 

3. Research Methodology 

3.1. Dataset 

The dataset used in this study consists of 1267 systematically selected records of adult 
patients admitted to two emergency departments between October 2016 and September 
2017 [25], [32] . Emergency Service. In order to ensure accurate forecasting, certain 
columns in the dataset needed to be removed, which could potentially impact the 
accuracy of the predictions. Hence, it is important to highlight the current state of the 
dataset as it undergoes estimation. The resulting configuration of the dataset is 
presented below. 

These parameters are key indicators used in medical assessments. The mental scale 
assesses a person's level of consciousness and responsiveness, ranging from alertness 
to unconsciousness. The Numeric Rating Scale (NRS) for pain measures pain intensity 
on a numerical scale. Systolic blood pressure (SBP) represents the pressure in arteries 
when the heart beats, while diastolic blood pressure (DBP) is the pressure when the 
heart rests between beats. Respiration rate (RR) measures the number of breaths per 
minute, crucial in evaluating respiratory health. Saturation indicates the oxygen 
saturation level in the blood, often measured with a pulse oximeter, reflecting the amount 
of oxygen carried by red blood cells. Together, these parameters provide a 
comprehensive snapshot of a person's mental state, pain level, cardiovascular health, 
respiratory function, and oxygenation status, aiding healthcare professionals in making 
informed decisions about treatment and care. 

3.2. Data Preparation 

Tasks such as data cleaning, integration, transformation (min, max on all features), and 
feature selection are involved in this process. One important modification made during 
data preparation was transforming disposition values into binary categories. This 
simplification enables easier interpretation and analysis of the dataset, specifically 
regarding patient outcomes (discharged or admitted). 

The Emergency Department categorized and analyzed patients based on variables such 
as group, sex, age, arrival mode, injury, mental status, and pain. This approach provided 
insights into patient cohorts, gender patterns, age trends, arrival modes, types of injuries, 
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mental well-being, and discomfort levels. Considering these dimensions allowed for a 
deeper understanding of the patient population and facilitated in-depth data analysis. 

Table 2. Descriptions and Distributions of the variables 

Variable Descriptions and Distributions of the variables 

Sex 1: Female (51.8%) / 2: Male (48.2%) 

Age Age (mean: 53.9, std: 18.8) 

Patients_number_per_hour Patients number/hours (mean: 7.5, std: 3.1) 

 
Arrival_mode 

1: Walking (6.6%) / 2: 119 use (19.5%) / 3: Private car(61.8%) / 
4: Private ambulance (10.7%) / 5: Others (1.4%) 

Injury 1: Non-injury (80.9%) / 2: Injury (%19.1) 

Mental 
1: Alert (95.4%) / 2: Verbal response (2.4%) / 3: Pain response (1.7%) / 4: 

Unconsciousness (0.5%) 
Pain 1: Pain (56.9%) / 2: Non-pain (43.1%) 

NRS_pain 
Numeric rating scales of pain 

(between 1-5 (84.2%) / between 6-10(15.8%)) 
SBP Systolid blood pressure (mean: 131.6, std: 26.7) 
DBP Diastolic blood pressure (mean: 78.6, std: 14.6) 
HR Heart rate (mean: 82.2, std: 16.4) 
RR Respiration rate (mean: 19.3, std: 1.9) 
BT Body temperature (mean: 36.3, std: 0.7) 

Saturation Saturation to use pulse oximeter (mean: 96.9, std: 4.2) 

Disposition 0: Discharge (68.1%) / 1: Admission (31.9%) 

To enhance analysis integrity and reliability, missing values and outliers were handled. 
By identifying and eliminating these problematic data points, the analysis was 
strengthened in terms of robustness and accuracy. Categorical variables were encoded 
using One-hot Encoding, representing each unique value as a separate column. This 
streamlined the dataset and uncovered patterns and correlations. The dataset was 
divided 80/20 into training and test samples. The training sample was used for model 
training, while the test sample assessed their performance, ensuring reliable and suitable 
analysis methods. 

3.3. Modelling and Evaluation 

Logistic Regression is a popular choice for binary classification tasks due to its simplicity, 
interpretability, and proven effectiveness. It estimates the probability of an event 
occurring based on input variables, making it reliable in various domains [26]. To 
enhance the predictive performance, ensemble methods such as AdaBoost [27], 
LogitBoost [28], GentleBoost [29], and RUSBoost [30] were employed. These methods 
combine multiple models to improve accuracy and handle class imbalance. AdaBoost 
iteratively trains weak classifiers, focusing on misclassified samples, while LogitBoost 
optimizes Logistic Regression parameters. GentleBoost assigns smaller weights to 
misclassified samples to reduce sensitivity to outliers, and RusBoost addresses class 
imbalance by under sampling the majority class. Since Logistic Regression is used very 
frequently in this field, we added it to the benchmarking study. Lastly, performance 
metrics such as Sensitivity, Specificity and F1 Score and so on , which are frequently 
used in Binary Classification, were used to evaluate and compare model performances. 
The following provides a brief explanation of performance metrics. 
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Sensitivity: Ratio of true positive (discharged) examples correctly predicted by the 
model. It is calculated using the formula:  

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 (1) 

Specificity: Ratio of true negative (admitted) examples correctly predicted by the model. 
It is calculated using the formula:  

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
 (2) 

Precision: Ratio of true positive examples correctly predicted by the model. It is 
calculated using the formula:  

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 (3) 

Negative Predictive Value: Ratio of true negative examples correctly predicted by the 
model. It is calculated using the formula:  

𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁
 (4) 

False Positive Rate: Ratio of true negatives incorrectly predicted as positives. It is 
calculated using the formula:  

𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝐹𝑃

𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
 (5) 

False Discovery Rate: Ratio of positives predicted incorrectly as positives. It is 
calculated using the formula:  

𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝐹𝑃

𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑃
 (6) 

False Negative Rate: Ratio of true positives incorrectly predicted as negatives. It is 
calculated using the formula: 

𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝐹𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 (7) 
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Accuracy: Ratio of correct predictions (both true positive and true negative) to the total 
number of examples. It is calculated using the formula: 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 (8) 

F1 Score: Harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity, providing a balance between the 
two metrics. It is calculated using the formula:  

𝑓1 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ∗
𝑃 ∗ 𝑅

𝑃 + 𝑅
 (9) 

Matthews Correlation Coefficient: Calculates the correlation coefficient between 
observed and predicted binary classifications. It takes values between -1 and +1, where 
+1 indicates perfect predictions, 0 implies no improvement over random guessing, and -
1 signifies complete disagreement between prediction and observation. 

Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC): Quantifies the 
performance of a binary classification model across various threshold values. The ROC 
curve illustrates the relationship between true positive rate and false positive rate for 
different threshold values. AUC represents the area under this curve. 

4. Results 

ROC RESULTS 

  
Figure 1. AdaBoost Figure 2. Logistic Reg. 
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Figure 3. Gentleboost Figure 4. Logitboost 

Figure 5. Rusboost 
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The Adaboost model performs reasonably well but has room for improvement. It shows 
good sensitivity (0.7534) but comparatively lower specificity (0.6610), indicating 
challenges in accurately identifying negative cases. The model has high precision 
(0.9167) but a relatively low negative predictive value (0.3514), suggesting a 
considerable number of incorrect negative predictions. The false positive rate (0.3390) 
is moderately high, while the false discovery rate (0.0833) is low. The false negative rate 
(0.2466) can be improved for better performance. The model's accuracy is 0.7379, and 
the F1 score (0.8271) demonstrates a reasonable balance between precision and 
sensitivity. The Matthews Correlation Coefficient (0.3333) indicates moderate overall 
agreement. AUC value of 0.778 indicates that the model has good discrimination ability, 
distinguishing between classes with moderate accuracy. In summary, while the 
Adaboost model has some positive aspects, improvements can be made in terms of 
specificity, negative predictive value, false positive rate, false negative rate, and overall 
accuracy through optimization and fine-tuning. 

The Logistic Regression model performs well with good sensitivity (0.7956) and 
specificity (0.7179). It has high precision (0.9083) and relatively low false positive rate 
(0.2821) and false discovery rate (0.0917). The negative predictive value (0.5000) can 
be improved, indicating room for better identification of negative cases. The false 
negative rate (0.2044) is relatively low. The model's accuracy is 0.7784, and the F1 score 
(0.8482) demonstrates a good balance between precision and sensitivity. The Matthews 
Correlation Coefficient (0.4579) indicates moderate overall agreement. With a AUC 
score of 0.801, LR has the best result comparing the other models, which means a higher 
level of accuracy in classifying outcomes based on the model's predictions. In summary, 
Logistic Regression model shows reliable performance with high sensitivity, specificity, 
precision, and accuracy. Improvements can be made in the negative predictive value 
and false negative rate through fine-tuning and optimization efforts. 

The Gentleboost model shows mixed results with potential for improvement. It has a 
sensitivity of 0.7826, correctly identifying a decent proportion of positive cases. However, 
it struggles with specificity (0.5714) in accurately identifying negative cases. The 
precision (0.8250) is relatively high, with a majority of positive predictions being correct. 
The negative predictive value (0.5045) suggests room for improvement in correctly 
identifying negative cases. The false positive rate (0.4286) is relatively high, indicating a 
considerable number of negative cases being falsely classified as positive. The false 
discovery rate (0.1750) is relatively low, suggesting fewer false positive predictions. The 
false negative rate (0.2174) represents the proportion of positive cases incorrectly 
classified as negative, which can be further improved. The model's accuracy is 0.7236, 
and the F1 score (0.8032) demonstrates a reasonable balance between precision and 
sensitivity. The Matthews Correlation Coefficient (0.3416) indicates a moderate level of 
overall agreement. Meanwhile, AUC value of 0.728 suggests fair discrimination ability, 
with some limitations in accurately separating classes. In summary, the Gentleboost 
model shows a mix of strengths and weaknesses, with room for improvement in 
specificity, negative predictive value, and false positive rate. Further optimization and 
fine-tuning efforts are needed to enhance its performance. 

The Logitboost model shows reasonable performance. It has a sensitivity of 0.7698, 
correctly identifying a decent proportion of positive cases, and a specificity of 0.6438, 
indicating reasonable performance in identifying negative cases. The precision (0.8917) 
is relatively high, with a majority of positive predictions being correct. However, the 
negative predictive value (0.4234) suggests room for improvement in correctly identifying 
negative cases. The false positive rate (0.3562) is moderately high, implying some 
negative cases being falsely classified as positive. The false discovery rate (0.1083) is 
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relatively low, indicating fewer false positive predictions. The false negative rate (0.2302) 
represents the proportion of positive cases incorrectly classified as negative, which is 
moderate. The model's accuracy is 0.7436, and the F1 score (0.8263) demonstrates a 
reasonable balance between precision and sensitivity. The Matthews Correlation 
Coefficient (0.3610) indicates a moderate level of overall agreement. AUC score of 0.764 
indicates moderately good performance in distinguishing between classes. In summary, 
the Logitboost model shows moderate performance with good precision and sensitivity. 
However, improvements can be made in terms of specificity, negative predictive value, 
false positive rate, and overall accuracy. Further optimization and fine-tuning efforts may 
enhance its performance. 

The Rusboost model shows mixed performance. It has a sensitivity of 0.8095, correctly 
identifying a relatively high proportion of positive cases, but struggles with specificity 
(0.5583) in accurately identifying negative cases. The precision (0.7792) is moderate, 
with a majority of positive predictions being correct. The negative predictive value 
(0.6036) is relatively high, indicating better performance in correctly identifying negative 
cases. The false positive rate (0.4417) is relatively high, implying a substantial number 
of negative cases being falsely classified as positive. The false discovery rate (0.2208) 
is moderately high, indicating a significant number of false positive predictions. The false 
negative rate (0.1905) represents the proportion of positive cases incorrectly classified 
as negative, which is relatively low but can be improved. The model's accuracy is 0.7236, 
and the F1 score (0.7941) demonstrates a reasonable balance between precision and 
sensitivity. The Matthews Correlation Coefficient (0.3752) indicates a moderate level of 
overall agreement. AUC value of 0.771 denotes decent discriminatory power, although 
slightly lower compared to the other models scores, especially LR, but still indicating a 
reasonable level of predictive accuracy. In summary, the Rusboost model shows mixed 
performance with strengths in sensitivity and negative predictive value, but weaknesses 
in specificity and false positive rate. Further optimization and fine-tuning may be 
necessary to enhance its overall performance. 

Rusboost is a rarely encountered ensemble method that provides a comparative 
perspective. It outperforms Gentleboost and closely resembles Adaboost, suggesting it 
as a valuable alternative with similar predictive accuracy. The inclusion of Rusboost 
expands the knowledge base and promotes exploration of ensemble methodologies. 
AUC analysis reveals remarkable similarity between Rusboost and Adaboost, 
showcasing favorable outcomes. This warrants a reevaluation of common approaches 
and encourages further research on Rusboost's capabilities. Its success enhances 
analytical outcomes and expands possibilities for future studies. 

5. Conclusion 

Healthcare data analysis relies on various technologies and systems, including health 
information exchanges, telemedicine platforms, clinical decision support systems, and 
electronic health records. Machine learning has revolutionized emergency care by 
improving triage and risk stratification. Machine learning algorithms accurately identify 
patients needing urgent care and predict the severity of their conditions, enabling early 
intervention. Despite a wide range of analysis methods, there is a lack of comparative 
evaluations of ensemble methods. This study aims to comprehensively examine and 
analyze ensemble methods for healthcare data analysis. Logistic Regression 
consistently performs the best, followed closely by Adaboost. Rusboost, an underutilized 
method, shows promising performance similar to Adaboost. Logitboost also 
demonstrates comparable results. Gentleboost, however, is the least successful method. 
These findings highlight the importance of careful selection of ensemble methods for 
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specific prediction studies in the Emergency Department. Researchers can make 
informed decisions to advance predictive models in emergency care. 

Additionally, there are several limitations of the study. One notable limitation is related to 
the dataset used for analysis, where the availability and quality of the data might 
introduce inherent biases and limitations in representing the full spectrum of emergency 
care cases. Moreover, the selection of ensemble methods for analysis might limit the 
comprehensiveness of the comparison, as other relevant techniques not included could 
impact the overall conclusions. Furthermore, the study's generalizability might be 
constrained by the specific context and settings in which the research was conducted, 
considering different healthcare systems, patient populations, or emergency care 
protocols. 

In future, researchers can carefully select a diverse and representative dataset of 
emergency care cases, considering different medical conditions, patient demographics, 
and severity levels. To address privacy concerns, they can work with de-identified or 
synthetic datasets to ensure compliance with regulations while maintaining the dataset's 
integrity. Given potential limitations in implementing certain ensemble methods in the 
healthcare context, the researchers can adopt a focused approach by comparing a 
subset of ensemble methods that are more suitable for the specific emergency care 
prediction task. This targeted comparison can ensure the study's relevance and 
feasibility within the given constraints. To assess the performance of the ensemble 
methods accurately, researchers can choose appropriate performance metrics aligned 
with the specific goals of emergency care prediction. Considering the restricted 
availability of healthcare data, the researchers will utilize techniques like cross-validation 
and bootstrapping to obtain more reliable estimates of ensemble method performance. 
These resampling methods will enable them to evaluate the ensemble methods on 
multiple subsets of the data, yielding more robust and generalizable results. 
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Abstract 

Problem solving has been one of renown artificial intelligence fields attracting research for 

decades. Swarm intelligence is recognised as the family of the state-of-art approaches in problem 

solving gained much research attention for the enduring problems. The main challenge appears 

to be is the speed of algorithmic approximation where many approaches were proposed to 

accelerate approximation avoiding local optima. Recent research demonstrates that inefficiencies 

in search procedures can be side-stepped using the experiences gained while search is 

undergoing utilising machine learning approaches. Machine learning turned to be popular to let 

approach problems on experience basis. Reinforcement learning becomes a success-proven 

approach for online learning, especial when training data is not available upfront. In this paper, 

we overview the usefulness of machine learning and reinforcement learning in performance 

improvement of artificial bee colony algorithms in solving combinatorial optimisation problems. 

Furthermore, we demonstrate how supervised and reinforcement learning approaches facilitate 

swarm intelligence algorithms to gain experience for immediate and later use to build capable and 

powerful operator selection schemes, which help improve efficiency of swarm intelligence 

problem solvers. 

Keywords: adaptive operator selection; machine learning; reinforcement learning; artificial bee 

colony; set union knapsack problem 

 

1. Introduction 

Optimisation involves very hard engineering problems to find out the best solutions within 
a reasonable time frame. Artificial intelligence offers convenient approaches to alternate 
the classical problem-solving approaches. Evolutionary computation and swarm 
intelligence bring many opportunities to researchers and practitioners’ attention to handle 
such hard problems, particularly those problems classified as NP-Hard and NP-
Complete problems [1].  However, due to the characteristics of the problems space, 
difficulties emerge while conducting exploration across the solution space.  The 
difficulties are known as when to intensify search locally and when to diversify towards 
different regions for better solutions. This is recognised as “Exploration versus 
Exploitation” (EvE) issue [2]. The dilemma of EvE is applied to all search algorithms 
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including swarm intelligence algorithms such as particle swarm optimisation, artificial bee 
colonies, and ant colony optimisation variants.  
 
A reasonable success in EvE actions goes through use of different approaches 
harmonised into problem solving process. However, problem solving requires domain 
and problem-specific information in order to decide how and when to intensify the search 
and how and when to diversify it. Research has never stopped to investigate for better 
problem-solving approaches with lower time complexity. Use of multiple search 
strategies as well as multiple operators is known an important stream as part of this 
effort. An important research question in this regard is that how to select an operator / 
strategy to tackle the temporal state of the problem in the best way and capacity. Is there 
any generic approach applicable to all types of the problems?  

The search issues mentioned above lead to another difficulty on the way, which is how 
to reach a general approach applicable to every kind of problems. No-Free-Lunch theory 
[3] has originated from research efforts in this regard which confirms how difficult to come 
up with an approach applicable to as many problem types as possible. On the other 
hand, there is a classical dream of artificial intelligence to attain a general problem solver 
[4], [5]. 

Recent studies paid attention on the way to develop more generic approaches to 
reasonably offered solutions for combinatorial optimisation problems [6]–[9]. The author 
of [10] has surveyed online and off-line machine learning algorithms in efficiency studies 
of metaheuristics in a wider context, and paid attention to the use of machine learning in 
building operator selection schemes. Feature analysis has been conducted in the study 
reported by [9] in order to gauge the impact and predictiveness of each feature identified 
to characterise the states of operator selection problem. The analysis is carried out with 
supervised machine learning approaches in that work with a comparative approach. 
More specific studies reported, especially on utilisation of reinforcement learning 
approaches for improvement of metaheuristic efficiency [10], [11]. We, the authors of this 
article, have not come across to any work – to the best of our knowledge – overviewing 
the use of supervised and reinforcement learning approaches in building efficient 
adaptive operator selection schemes so as to utilise in swarm intelligence algorithms for 
boosting performance and efficiency, especially with a generalisation point of view. The 
aim of this paper is to overview the recent attempts and evaluate them with respect to 
the level of generalisation.    

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces how swarm 
intelligence algorithms are enhanced and made efficient with machine learning referring 
to all key references and state of the art works in the field, Section 3 summarises the 
result set for proof-of-concept with relevant discussions and Section 4 concludes the 
article. 

2. Materials and Methods 

The main aim of this article is to overview the recent works to develop more generalisable 
approaches to solve combinatorial optimisation problems, and possibly continuous 
problems, too. A problem is defined and described with models (e.g., mathematical or 
simulation models) with which the inter-relations of its components are represented with 
variables and parameters. Then, the modelled problem requires a solution which best 
fits in use. The optimisation field has been populated with a variety of heuristic-based 
approaches alongside traditional search and problem-solving approaches. Among these, 
swarm intelligence has proven significant success in the field and achieved to be 
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recognised as a state-of the-art paradigm. The following subsections will introduce how 
recent research has been shaped up around these concepts of the paradigm merged 
with frontline machine learning principles and approaches. 

2.1  Main search algorithm 

The optimisation framework always imposes a search algorithm with which the better 
and the best results fitting to the circumstances is explored. Recent studies pay more 
attention on heuristic solutions, which are derived from meta-heuristic frameworks such 
as evolutionary algorithms and swarm intelligence algorithms. Artificial Bee Colony 
(ABC) optimisation is one of recently developed, success proven, renown swarm 
intelligence algorithms [12]. The main motivation behind ABC is to imitate the social 
behaviour of honeybees in nectar search mimicking the way the colonies collaborate to 
achieve the goals and targets.  Search algorithms arrange move from one solution to 
another via different types of operators, but each operator comes up with limits in 
approximation, which is believed to be eased with use of other complimentary 
alternatives. This enforces use of multiple operators /neighbourhood functions by the 
algorithms [13]. It is believed that ABC is one of bound-free algorithms in approximation 
due to that there is not much functional constraints systematically impose search 
instrumented by ABC. Its variants extended with multiple operators have been used for 
solving many combinatorial [6], [14] and functional [15] optimisation problems, a number 
of different variants are proposed for efficiency in problem solving.    

Another recent swarm intelligence algorithm is called Crow Search Algorithm (CSA), 
which is recently devised mimicking the social behaviour of crows in handling issues. 
The algorithm has recently been implemented with multi search strategies [16]. Likewise, 
particle swarm optimisation [17] and evolutionary, (e.g., differential evolution [18]), 
algorithms have also been implemented with multiple search strategies, and or operators 
to diversify search and achieve high efficiency [19], [20]. Grey wolf and whale 
optimisation algorithm combined with reinforcement learning in [21] and multi-armed 
bandits  [22] used for optimiser selection among Harris Hawks optimiser, differential 
evolution and whale optimisation algorithm.  

2.2  Adaptive operator selection 

Operators are neighbourhood functions devised to manage moving from one problem 
state to another while searching for the best solution with optimisation algorithms. Many 
algorithms have been designed to use single operator at the beginning, but, adopted 
utilising multiple operators through the whole process subject to a selection rule or 
scheme imposed [1]. Obviously, not all schemes proposed are adaptive or systematic. 
However, recently, especially multi-objective optimisation algorithms have started using 
multiple operators with adaptive schemes [15, 23, 25].  

Operator selection requires choosing an operator from a pool of operators, which is set 
up to let change the state of the problem in-hand to another state. This is done through 
the representation vector. The states are represented with sets of numbers; either binary, 
integer, or real numbers. Evolutionary computation has introduced the concepts of 
phenotype and genotype [13] with which the problem states are represented in a 
humanly expression and then into numbers to process and compute, then re-converted 
back to readable expressions by human.  Genotypes are operated with existing move 
functions, i.e. neighbourhood functions applying the process built in the selected 
operator.  
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Operator selection stands out as an issue to tackle with an efficient way. It can be either 
random or applying a systematic rule. For instance, genetic algorithms imply probabilistic 
selection of crossover and mutation operators, while variable neighbourhood search 
requires periodic change of operators so as to regularly condense and relieve the search. 
On the other hand, there is a sound stream of operator selection studies propose 
adaptive approaches to impose heuristic intelligence into the selection process for 
efficiency purposes [18]. Adaptive operator selection with credit assignment and multi-
armed bandit approaches has been studied by Fialho as reported in [27]. In general, the 
logic of how operator selection mechanics work is shown in Figure 1 in which an operator 
is selected by “Selection Scheme” from “Operator Pool” based on the merits gained and 
applied to the problem state under consideration, then “Evaluate”d for how productive it 
was. A “Credit Assignment” mechanism picks up the evaluation results and calculates a 
credit level to supply to the chosen operator’s merit record for its selectability in the future 
noting that the popularity of the operators is managed based on merits/credits gained. 

 

Figure 1.  A typical cycle of operator selection mechanism  

One of the main concerns of operator selection process is the rule or the scheme to 
implement for which of the operator from the pool is to be selected for the best move. As 
mentioned before, the easiest is to do a random selection or a pre-ordered selection, but 
this would not consider the current circumstances of the search environment and the 
parametric levels. This fact imposes adaptive approaches. The state-of-the-art 
approaches are known to be either stochastic or credit-based approaches.  As 
thoroughly discussed in [8] and [12], adaptive approaches include “probability matching” 
and “adaptive pursuit” are heavily based on credit assignment, while there are a number 
of other criteria proposed such as fitness-based, diversity-based ones. Many other 
studies including [15, 18] have been developed on the basis of multi-armed bandit 
problems.  

There are a number of renown operators have been studied and proposed over decades 
since heuristic optimisation emerged. Operators include random “flip-flop”, “swap” and 
“inverse” are to assist change a single digit on the representation vector. If it is a binary 
representation, the operators will change a single bit only to offer a move from current 
state. There are logic-based operators with which more than one digit of the vector is 
revised. AND, OR, NOT and XOR operators have been used to set up simple and 
complex logic operations to propose new solutions to move to while searching. 
Furthermore, various genetic operators borrowed from evolutionary algorithms have 
been implemented and similarities and distance-based operations brought to effect, too. 
More details can be found in [6, 10, 13]. 
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Recently, machine learning is instrumented to build dynamically functioning credit and 
reward-based approaches, which enforce to learn from gained experiences either online 
[6] or off-line [7, 29] to act on the basis of changing environmental circumstances of 
search process. 

2.3  Machine learning for adaptive operator selection  

Utilisation of various machine learning techniques into metaheuristics involves many 
aspects of the search process in order to improve search efficiency in various respects. 
The main idea behind the use of machine learning in problem solving is to optimise data-
driven models to work out with unseen data, which facilitates great opportunities to 
achieve highly efficient systems. As indicated before, a trend of utilisation from machine 
learning is observed and ongoing to improve metaheuristic and swarm intelligence 
optimisation [7, 8, 23, 24, 26].  However, the aim of this paper is to look into the major 
steps recently taken towards generalisation of problem solving. It is paramount to note 
that previously developed adaptive operator selection approaches did not take the 
problem state on board while proposing selection of a particular operator from the pool. 
The following steps take the problem state on board while making decision to select an 
operator.  
 

1. The first approach taken on board is the binary representation of the problem 
states and use of binary operators in managing moves from one state to a 
neighbouring problem state. The reason behind this step is that any 
representation approach can be converted into binary and be operated with 
binary operations regardless of any domain knowledge requirement. This 
approach has been widely implemented and its efficiency is proven through the 
development of evolutionary algorithms, especially at the early time. Several 
recent works have been published using the virtue of binarisation including [6–
10]. However, this approach brings the major restriction of scalability, which does 
not help extensive use of gained experiences. This is due to the fact that every 
problem state has a specific size of input data and does not support the problems 
with a different size, which undermines the usability of gained experience over 
previous problem-solving activities. 

 
2. Transfer learning is a new concept brought forward as part of recent machine 

learning studies, especially offered by deep learning works. Deep learning offers 
pre-trained huge neural networks with which any unseen data can be easily 
handled adapting the pre-existing models into the data and the domain 
knowledge. However, this remains an important open research issue to enhance 
the performances further and solve the problems more realistically in a 
satisfactory level. The idea is to investigate if pre-trained agents can utilise the 
past experience in solving a completely new problem instance [7]. The study 
reported in [8] implemented a binarisation based approach to achieve transfer 
learning built up via reinforcement learning – Q learning – supported with hard-c 
means clustering algorithm. The learning was conducted across the problem 
instances in the same size. The results are promising, but the gained experience 
cannot be applied to solving the problem instances of different sizes.  

 
3. Feature-based problem state representation is another promising approach for 

generalisation which is brought forward by [28], [29], where prominent analysis is 
conducted to identify the most relevant features to be selected for this purpose. 
The problems are better represented with a vector of feature set. The analysis 
conducted has taken fitness landscape information harvested over the individuals 
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and the populations and used supervised learning approaches. It sounds very 
promising to handle problems represented with the features in order to train the 
models with reinforcement learning and other active learning approaches.     

2.4  Reinforcement learning-based adaptive selection scheme 

Reinforcement learning is one of hotspot machine learning subjects that attracts so much 
attention by researchers in the field as well as other disciplines for application purposes. 
It helps agents /systems learn actively – “active learning” – which facilitates agent training 
while delivering the tasks. Optimisation and search process is a very dynamically 
changing environment, which is influenced significantly by the actions taken in the 
previous stages. It means that an operator selected will change the direction of search 
and other relevant circumstances hence the next steps will produce taking the output of 
previous steps into account as the follow-up steps. This works in a sequential way in 
which one operator is selected and activated, then another is selected accordingly based 
on the changed circumstances and repeats until the completion. Ultimately, the problem 
turns into a dynamically built sequence of operators.  

The logic embedded in mechanism shown in Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. has b
een expanded into Hata! Başvuru kaynağı bulunamadı. in order to demonstrate how 
reinforcement is devised and instrumented to let the agent learn and produce credit to 
the corresponding operator selected and applied. Apparently, “Evaluate” component is 
the one where this algorithm is embedded. Given that input x is presented to the 
“Operator Selection” unit and merged with the output o generated before and passed to 
“Cluster Update” unit to label operator a selected. Once done, operator a generates a 
new o and evaluates the quality of solution with F(x,a). Meanwhile, x and o are passed 
to the “Reward Generation” unit to produce r and forwarded to “Cluster Update” to adapt 
with the new knowledge. This repeats throughout the complete search process. 

 

Figure 2.  Evaluate function expanded with reinforcement learning components. 
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3. Results and Discussions 

The approaches introduced in the previous subsections have been tested for efficiency 
with a particular NP-Hard combinatorial problem, namely Set Union Knapsack problem 
(SUKP). The experimental results are collected running them on a cloud-based high 
performance compute cluster provided by TUBITAK ULAKBIM. First of all, an ABC 
framework has been used as a swarm intelligence algorithm with which not much 
technical constraints are necessarily imposed. A pool of 5 operators is embedded into 
the ABC implementation, and four variants have been set up to test the above-mentioned 
ideas to see how helpful the approaches.  Similar benchmark instances of SUKP have 
been solved binary ABC as reported in [30].  

Table 2 presents the experimental results of four ABC variants, comparatively, where 
each is furnished with an embedded pool of operators orchestrated by an operator 
selection scheme; one of them imposes uniformly randomly selected operators, while 
the other three variants are bespoken with a reinforcement learning algorithm devised 
with Q learning and Hard-c-Means algorithms. All four algorithms are compared with 
respect to mean, standard deviation and the best results (i.e., max value) with respect to 
the quality of solution measured with fitness function. The tabulated statistics (metrics) 
have been calculated over 30 trails (runs).  

Table 1. Set union knapsack problem (SUKP) benchmark instances. 

Problem M N W Y 

PI1 400 385 0.15 0.85 

PI2 500 485 0.10 0.75 

PI3 100 100 0.15 0.85 

PI4 400 385 0.10 0.75 

PI5 100 100 0.10 0.75 

PI6 200 200 0.10 0.75 

PI7 200 200 0.15 0.85 

PI8 185 200 0.10 0.75 

PI9 300 300 0.15 0.85 

PI10 200 185 0.15 0.85 

Table 2. Comparative results provided by four variants of ABC algorithm for solving 10 
instances of SUKP. 

Problem 

Random RLABC RLABC-FL RLABC-TL 

Max Mean STD Max Mean STD Max Mean STD Max Mean STD 

PI1 10168 9997.7 188.3 10168 10027.1 145.2 10168 10055.1 138.0 10175 10123.9 84.4 

PI2 11326 11076.9 147.5 11427 11188.1 140.5 11426 11118.6 151.0 11490 11196.1 134.7 

PI3 13407 13205.3 206.9 13402 13271.7 100.2 13407 13222.7 149.3 13405 13283.0 67.7 

PI4 10852 10512.2 179.2 10877 10647.3 101.1 10994 10616.7 180.0 10831 10626.4 90.5 

PI5 13963 13822.4 74.5 14044 13949.0 85.1 14044 13850.6 79.5 14044 13943.2 86.4 

PI6 12257 11716.6 255.5 12211 11833.3 178.2 12350 11792.0 253.9 12328 11944.3 201.9 

PI7 11800 11491.2 204.6 12019 11652.0 163.0 11821 11550.1 257.2 11821 11627.4 201.4 

PI8 13463 13097.6 228.6 13402 13271.7 100.2 13392 13141.2 174.8 13405 13283.0 67.7 

PI9 10724 10592.2 177.4 11410 10679.6 176.8 10735 10618.9 118.8 11054 10759.6 144.6 

PI10 13671 13230.3 144.7 13609 13352.2 130.0 13671 13376.1 191.4 13609 13399.0 99.7 
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RLABC is an ABC variant uses binary representation of the problem states and operates 
the solutions with selecting one operator from a tool of three different operators, training 
the decision-making agent with reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm – mentioned 
above – when and how to select each of the operator given the problem state and search 
circumstances [6].  RLABC-TL uses the same representation and set of operators for 
transfer learning across different runs of the problem instances utilising the same RL 
algorithm, but transferring the gained experiences learned previously [7], [8]. On the 
other hand, RLABC-FL uses a feature-based problems representation, trains the agent 
with the same RL algorithm to select one of the operators from the pool more efficiently 
noting that the set of operators in the pool are different from the other three variants. It 
is open to transfer learning, too. 

The results tabulated in Table 2 have been ranked with Wilcoxon sign test, accordingly, 
to find out the best and the worst performing algorithms. The ranks are presented in 
Table 3 with respect to 2 metrics; “mean” and the “max” values, where the rank spans 
from 1 to 4 indicating that 1 is the best and 4 is the worst. The overall performance by 
each algorithm is averaged at the bottom of the table, where RLABC-TL overperforms 
the rest in both measures, and the runner up is RLABC in “mean” – with 1.3 versus 1.9 
– and RLABC-FL in “max” values – with 1.7 versus 1.9.  It is important to note that 
RLABC-FL may not be properly comparable due to the fact that it uses a different set of 
operators in the pool. Nevertheless, RLABC-FL demonstrates a clear potential in 
comparisons of the right-hand-side of the table.  

Table 3. Comparative results with respect to the ranks collated from both means and 
maximum results by each of the algorithms.  

Comparisons with Mean in rank Comparisons with Max in rank 

Problem Random RLABC RLABC-FL RLABC-TL Random RLABC RLABC-FL RLABC-TL 

PI1 4 3 2 1 2 2 2 1 

PI2 4 2 3 1 4 2 3 1 

PI3 4 2 3 1 1 4 1 2 

PI4 4 1 3 2 3 2 1 3 

PI5 4 1 3 2 4 1 1 1 

PI6 4 2 3 1 3 4 1 2 

PI7 4 1 3 2 4 1 2 2 

PI8 4 2 3 1 1 3 4 1 

PI9 4 2 3 1 4 1 3 2 

PI10 4 3 2 1 1 3 1 2 

Mean: 4 1.9 2.8 1.3 2.7 2.3 1.9 1.7 

 
The results collected from the experimentation of RLABC-FL are looked at to realise how 
contributing is each of the features in the learning process.  Figure 1 and Figure 2 show 
the learning progress of the operator selection agent on which operator has been 
selected and activated across the whole span of iterations. Apparently, each figure is a 
multi-plot including 12 plots representing the 12 features found more effective, where 
each cell – of both figures – indicates the learning progression of the agent by the means 
of a particular feature. Here, Figure 1 displays the scattered data collected in the first run 
(i.e. 1st trail of experimentation) per features indicating the selected operators across 
iterations, while Figure 2 plots the scattered data taken from the last run in the same way 
to realise the differences in between the approximations through the features. This 
characterises how good the agent has learned from the first to the last trail / run. All 
features seem stable except 7th and 11th features, which look not discriminative, 
sufficiently. 
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Figure 1. The predictiveness of the features in the first run. 

 
Figure 2. The predictiveness of the features in the last run. 

4. Conclusion 

This article overviews and discusses use of machine learning, especially reinforcement 
learning, to improve the efficiency of metaheuristic-based search algorithms with a 
generalisation point of view. Machine learning has recently been vastly used to model 
data and help handle real-world problems in a data-driven approach. It offers ways to 
facilitate domain-awareness in handling the problems. Especially, optimisation problems 
are normally solved with non-guided search algorithms, which do not use domain 
knowledge. But with use of machine learning, especially reinforcement learning, the 
optimisation algorithms can be furnished with data-driven facilities to tackle the problems 
with domain awareness.  
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The article focuses on variations of reinforcement learning and data-driven approaches 
to improve swarm intelligence algorithms, particularly artificial bee colony (ABC) variants. 
ABC variants are instrumented with adaptive operator selection scheme built with 
reinforcement learning to solve set union knapsack problem as one of prominent NP-
Hard combinatorial optimisation problems. Three variants have been compared initially 
with a random operator selection scheme and next with one another. The results suggest 
that reinforcement learning seems promising for building adaptive operators selection 
scheme, particularly, transfer learning looks a bright way out for this purpose, which 
needs to be further studied and investigated. Once accomplished, a substantial 
generalisation would be achieved.   

This area of study needs to be extended towards multi-objective optimisation domain 
with the view that each objective would impose a particular interest in gaining experience 
and knowledge. Subsequently, there might appear conflicts among the sources of 
reinforcements, which requires to be resolved. Various aspects of the subject have been 
tackled so far, but more outstanding issues and aspects need to be studied. 
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Abstract 

When considering classifications of scoliosis, 'idiopathic scoliosis' emerges as the most common 
type. Alongside spinal alterations, individuals with scoliosis undergo changes in stability and gait 
while standing. Despite existing literature exploring the progression of scoliosis and its impact on 
foot pressure among those diagnosed with adolescent idiopathic scoliosis, no studies have been 
found regarding the prediction of scoliosis risk in healthy adolescents. This study aims to develop 
an machine learning based decision support system capable of forecasting scoliosis risk in 
adolescents using foot pressure analysis values and machine learning models. 

The study encompassed 20 patients diagnosed with adolescent idiopathic scoliosis and 43 
healthy adolescents exhibiting similar demographic characteristics, totaling 63 patients. Plantar 
pressure distributions of all participants were measured both statically and dynamically. 

The data collected for all patients comprised: age, sex, percentage of right hindfoot static plantar 
pressure, percentage of left hindfoot static plantar pressure, percentage of right forefoot static 
plantar pressure, percentage of left forefoot static plantar pressure, percentage of right foot 
dynamic plantar pressure, and percentage of left foot dynamic plantar pressure. A dataset 
including pressure percentages and the presence of scoliosis diagnosis was constructed, 
consisting of 8 input variables and 1 outcome variable for each patient. 

The most effective predictors of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis risk were identified as follows: 
Subspace KNN (100%), RUS Boosted Trees (100%), Weighted KNN (100%), Bagged Trees 
(100%), and Fine KNN (100%) 

 

Keywords: adolescent idiopathic scoliosis; plantar pressure distribution; machine learning 

 

1. Introduction 

The term "scoliosis" comes from the Greek and means "crooked" or "curved". It was first 
defined and introduced into the literature by Hippocrates [1-3]. In the Scientific Society 
on Scoliosis Orthopedic and Rehabilitation Treatment (SOSORT) guide published in 
2016, scoliosis was described as a group of conditions that result in various deformities 
in the shape of the spine, thorax and trunk [1]. Although there are different definitions of 
scoliosis, they all converge on the fact that it involves a lateral curvature of the spine of 
more than 10° (Figure 1) [1-4]. There are many classifications of scoliosis; in 1973, the 
Scoliosis Research Society (SRS) divided scoliosis into two groups: structural and non-
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structural [4].In non-structural functional scoliosis, spinal curvature develops due to 
causes outside the spine. There is often shortness of the lower extremities or asymmetry 
in the tone of the paraspinal muscles. A person with non-structural scoliosis can correct 
posture. In structural scoliosis, the person has a loss of flexibility and needs treatment to 
correct the curvature [1-4].  This classification by the SRS is shown in Table-1 [1-4]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Radiological image of an individual with scoliosis [1-4]. 

Table 1. Scoliosis classification of SRS. 

Structural scoliosis Non-structural scoliosis (functional scoliosis) 

Idiopathic scoliosis 
Infantile 
Juvenile 
Adolescent 

Postural scoliosis 

  Neuromuscular scoliosis 
  Neuropathic 
  Myopathic 

Hysterical 

Congenital scoliosis Caused by nerve root irritation 

Neurofibromatosis Caused by hip contractures 

Scoliosis due to connective tissue disorder  Caused by leg length inequality 

Osteochondrodystrophy Inflammatory (appendicitis etc.) related 

Due to metabolic disorders  

Traumatic  

Scoliosis caused by tumors or infection  

Scoliosis due to rheumatic diseases  

Scoliosis due to pathologies in the lumbosacral region  
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When looking at classifications of scoliosis, "idiopathic scoliosis" appears to be the most 
common type of scoliosis [1-4]. This term, which was introduced into the literature in 
1922, is defined as situations in which no specific disease-causing deformity of the spine 
can be found [5]. 

Idiopathic scoliosis is divided into four groups based on the age of onset: infantile (0-3 
years), juvenile (3-10 years), adolescent (10-18 years) and adult (18 years and older) [4-
6]. 

Table 2. Classifications of idiopathic scoliosis [4-6] 

Chronological  Angular  Topographic  

Age at diagnosis Cobb degrees 
Apex 

 from to 

Infantile Low Up to 20 Cervical – Disc C6–7 

Juvenile Moderate 21–35 Cervico-thoracic C7 T1 

Adolescent 
Moderate to 
severe 

36–40 Thoracic 
Disc 
T1–2 

Disc T11–12 

Adult Severe 
Severe to very 
severe Very 
severe 

41–50 
51–55 
56 or more 

Thoraco-lumbar 
Lumbar 

T12 L1 
Disc L1–2 

Relationship Between Scoliosis and Plantar Pressure 

In patients with scoliosis, changes in the spine are accompanied by changes in stability 
during standing and walking [7]. Because scoliosis affects the biomechanics of the spine 
in three dimensions, changes in spinal mobility and posture occur, causing movement 
patterns to change with each step [6-8]. The deformed spine shifts the body's center of 
mass to help maintain trunk balance, resulting in asymmetry and various gait 
abnormalities [6-8]. 

When examining the biomechanics of gait, the literature indicates that the pelvis and 
spine are intimately involved in the gait process [9]. A study conducted in 2023 
highlighted that both static and dynamic plantar pressures are abnormally altered in 
individuals with adolescent idiopathic scoliosis and require treatment [10]. It has been 
suggested in the literature that these changes in plantar pressure may aid in the 
diagnosis of scoliosis, highlighting the need for further research in this area [11-13]. 

While there have been studies on the progression of scoliosis and its effects on base 
pressure in individuals diagnosed with adolescent idiopathic scoliosis in the literature, no 
studies have been encountered predicting the risk of scoliosis in healthy adolescents. 
The aim of this study is to develop an artificial neural network (ANN)-based decision 
support system that can predict the risk of scoliosis in adolescents using foot pressure 
analysis values and machine learning models. In addition, the dataset obtained from this 
study can serve as a preliminary study for researchers working in the field of scoliosis 
who wish to conduct research in the field of artificial intelligence. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

The study conducted at Hasan Kalyoncu University Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation 
Department included 20 patients who were diagnosed with adolescent idiopathic 
scoliosis (AIS) by a specialist physician and who applied to Gaziantep Utopya 
Physiotherapy Consultancy Center to receive physiotherapy. 43 healthy adolescent 
individuals with similar demographic characteristics to the 20 included patients were also 
included in the study, and a data set was created with the data of a total of 63 
participants. 
The plantar pressure distributions of all participants were measured using two methods: 
static and dynamic. Both static and dynamic measurements were performed using the 
Ottobock Esco Scan device (Germany) and the Presto-Scan, Class I Rule 1, per MDD 
93/42/EEC Annex IX, USA software (see Figure 1). The device is approximately 5 mm 
thick and has a sensor area of 44 x 37 cm with a total of 2288 sensors. It uses resistive 
sensor technology and can collect pressure and force data up to forty Hertz. Static 
measurements were taken while the subjects stood in a relaxed position, concentrating 
on a fixed point in front of them. Percentage values of the total contact area of both feet, 
including forefoot and hindfoot, were obtained through static evaluation. For dynamic 
measurements, a two-step protocol was used, utilizing the device's ability to colour code 
foot pressure points based on pressure percentages. 

 

Figure 2 Plantar pressure analysis (representative image) 

The data set for all patients was compiled with the following information: age, sex, 
percentage of right hindfoot static plantar pressure, percentage of left hindfoot static 
plantar pressure, percentage of right forefoot static plantar pressure, percentage of left 
forefoot static plantar pressure, percentage of right foot dynamic plantar pressure, 
percentage of left foot dynamic plantar pressure, and presence of scoliosis diagnosis 
(see Table 3). The dataset was randomly divided into two separate sets: 70% of the data 
was allocated for training the artificial neural network (ANN), while the remaining 30% 
was reserved for testing the model's performance. Table 3 below presents the dataset, 
comprising 8 input variables and 1 output variable collected for each patient. 
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Table 3. Dataset of features collected from patients 

Features 

Gender 
Age 

Right hindfoot static plantar pressure percentage 

Left hindfoot static plantar pressure percentage 

Right forefoot static plantar pressure percentage 

Left forefoot static plantar pressure percentage 

Right foot dynamic plantar pressure percentage 

Left foot dynamic plantar pressure percentage 

Outcome- Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis 

 

The study was approved by the Hasan Kalyoncu University Health Sciences Ethics 
Committee. Informed consent forms were signed and permission to use the data was 
obtained from all patients included in the study. 

2.1 Accuracy 

Accuracy is a common metric for assessing the performance of a model, but there are 
situations where it should be considered. In particular, if there are unbalanced classes 
(i.e. large differences in sample counts between classes), accuracy may not be a 
sufficient metric and other metrics (e.g. precision, sensitivity) should also be considered.  

In this study, the accuracy metric is used to evaluate the performance of machine 
learning methods. 

2.2 K-fold cross validation 

K-fold cross validation is a widely used method for evaluating the performance of a 
machine learning model. In this method, the data set is randomly divided into k parts 
(usually 5 or 10). Then one of these k parts is used as the test set, while the other k-1 
parts are used as the training set. The model is trained once, and each time a different 
part is selected as the test set. The results are combined and the overall performance is 
measured. This method is used to assess how generalizable the model is, as it is tested 
on different pieces of data. In this way, the overall performance of the model can be more 
reliably assessed without relying on a single test set. In this study, 3,5 and 10 k were 
tested. 

3. Experimental Results   

This study used 25 different machine learning techniques. Each algorithm used different 
activation functions, optimization algorithms and loss functions, as detailed in Table 4, 
with or without PCA. All these algorithms were implemented using the machine learning 
toolbox available in the MATLAB programming language. The numerical results were 
derived using MATLAB R2021b on an Intel processor running on the Windows 10 
platform.  

The best performers in predicting the risk of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis were 
determined to be: Subspace KNN (100%), RUS Boosted Trees (100%), Weighted KNN 
(100), Bagged Trees (100%), Fine KNN (100%). In addition, the PCA method was used 
to try different parameter variations and the best results are shown in Table 4. The values 
of the most and least successful algorithms (confusion matrix) of the dataset are shown 
in Figures 3 and 4. In this study, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method has 
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been used to demonstrate whether there is an improvement in the results from a feature 
engineering perspective. By applying the PCA method with a ratio of 7/8, it is possible to 
achieve the same success in the results obtained in the experimental study with the best 
7 features out of 8. This was tested to reduce the computational complexity. It was 
observed that, due to the small number of features, it did not have a positive impact on 
the performance, as can be seen in Table 4. 

Table 4. Machine learning techniques for comparison (accuracy %) 

Machine 
Learning Models 

TV 3-Fold CV 5-Fold CV 10-Fold CV 

PCA 
Disable 

PCA 
Enable 

PCA 
Disable 

PCA 
Enable 

PCA 
Disable 

PCA 
Enable 

PCA 
Disable 

PCA 
Enable 

Fine Tree 90.3% 87.1% 66.1% 58.1% 72.6% 67.7% 74.2% 67.7% 

Medium Tree 90.3% 87.1% 66.1% 58.1% 72.6% 67.7% 74.2% 67.7% 

Coarse Tree 87.1% 82.3% 66.1% 58.1% 72.6% 74.2% 72.6% 64.5% 

Linear Discriminant 77.4 % 72.6% 66.1% 69.4% 72.6% 71.0% 72.6% 69.4% 

Logistic Regression 77.4% 75.8% 67.7% 71.0% 75.8% 71.0% 72.6% 69.4% 

Gaussian Naive Bayes 79.0% 79.0% 69.4% 75.8% 75.8% 74.2% 75.8% 77.4% 

Kernel Naive Bayes 77.4% 79.0% 66.1% 75.8% 67.7% 67.7% 71.0% 72.6% 

Linear SVM 75.8% 74.2% 69.4% 69.4% 71.0% 69.4% 71.0% 69.4% 

Quadratic SVM 88.7% 82.3% 59.7%** 61.3% 64.5% 72.6% 66.1% 66.1% 

Cubic SVM 96.8% 93.5% 62.9% 66.1% 62.9% 66.1% 64.5% 69.4% 

Fine Gaussian SVM 98.4% 91.9% 69.4% 71.0% 67.7% 71.0% 71.0% 71.0% 

Medium Gaussian SVM 83.9% 82.3% 66.1% 64.5% 66.1% 67.7% 72.6% 67.7% 

Coarse Gaussian SVM 67.7% 67.7% 67.7% 67.7% 67.7% 67.7% 67.7% 67.7% 

Fine KNN 100%* 100%* 66.1% 67.7% 64.5% 72.6% 69.4% 75.8% 

Medium KNN 74.2% 77.4% 69.4% 64.5% 71.0% 64.5% 71.0% 62.9% 

Coarse KNN 67.7% 67.7% 67.7% 67.7% 67.7% 67.7% 67.7% 67.7% 

Cosine KNN 77.4% 74.2% 62.9% 67.7% 67.7% 69.4% 69.4% 67.7% 

Cubic KNN 79.0% 77.4% 71.0% 69.4% 66.1% 69.4% 72.6% 64.5% 

Weighted KNN 100%* 100%* 62.9% 67.7% 66.1% 71.0% 74.2% 71.0% 

Boosted Trees 67.7% 67.7% 67.7% 67.7% 67.7 % 67.7% 71.0% 67.7% 

Bagged Trees 100%* 100%* 62.9% 66.1% 74.2 % 69.4% 74.2% 67.7% 

Subspace Discriminant 77.4% 75.8% 71.0% 71.0% 75.8% 72.6% 71.0% 71.0% 

Subspace KNN 100% 100% 69.4% 67.7% 69.4% 69.4% 74.2% 72.6% 

RUS Boosted Trees 100% 100% 64.5% 58.1% 72.6% 72.6% 77.4% 71.0% 

* Best accuracy, ** worst accuracy 

In this study, since the total input vector consists of 63 cases, the k-fold cross validation 
method did not improve the performance. Therefore, this method is not recommended 
for studies with a small input vector. The experimental results of the study are presented 
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in Table 4 and analyzed in terms of feature engineering techniques. As a result, the 
traditional value data splitting method is recommended for studies with low input vector. 

In order to prevent the model from overlearning, both cross-validation and feature 
selection methods have been applied and performance degradation has been observed 
in the results. To overcome this problem, performance can be improved by increasing 
the amount of data. 

 

Figure 3. Confusion Matrix for the most successful Fine KNN algorithm. 

 

Figure 4. Confusion Matrix for the worst successful Quadratic SVM algorithm. 
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The ROC curves of the best-performing Fine KNN algorithm and the worst-performing 
Quadratic SVM algorithms are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively. 

 

Figure 5. ROC curve for the best performing Fine KNN algorithm. 

 

Figure 6. ROC curve for the worst-accuracy performance of Quadratic SVM algorithm. 
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4. Discussion 
 
In this study, machine learning models were employed for predicting the risk of idiopathic 
scoliosis in adolescents. The utilized machine learning models incorporated plantar 
pressure distribution data, revealing models that exhibited 100% performance (see Table 
4). Leveraging artificial intelligence for scoliosis risk prediction in this study holds 
promising prospects. Additionally, we believe that the data obtained from this study 
serves as a preliminary exploration towards establishing a decision support system 
based on artificial neural networks (ANN) capable of predicting scoliosis risk in 
adolescents. 
In a 2019 study by XU et al. [14], genetic factors potentially linked to the prognosis of 
AIS in diagnosed individuals were investigated. They highlighted the potential influence 
of 10 genetic variants on AIS susceptibility [14]. These variants identified in genetic factor 
analysis were deemed influential [14], although it's noted that individual testing for each 
patient may be necessary, posing potential cost challenges [14]. Considering the 
financial constraints associated with genetic testing for every patient, we propose that 
plantar pressure analysis coupled with machine learning models offers a cost-effective 
and rapid alternative for scoliosis risk prediction. However, we acknowledge that plantar 
pressure analysis alone may not suffice for predicting prognosis in diagnosed individuals. 
A systematic review published in 2021 emphasized the necessity of developing a patient-
specific prediction system for the progression of scoliosis [15]. The review emphasized 
the insufficiency of relying solely on radiological findings and classification systems [15]. 
We believe that the dataset obtained from our study holds promise for developing such 
prediction systems. 
 
In a study by Lv et al. [16], the efficacy of machine learning models for predicting scoliosis 
risk was assessed. Data including sitting height, biomechanical properties of the lumbar 
region, pelvis, and shoulder were utilized across five different machine learning models 
[16]. Radiological imaging was employed in these methodologies, culminating in the 
creation of a dataset derived from calculations performed on radiological images 
obtained from patients. Within this dataset, five distinct machine learning models were 
implemented alongside their respective sets: the Random Forest Model (RFM), Support 
Vector Machine Model, Artificial Neural Network Model (ANNM), Decision Tree Model 
(DTM), and Generalized Linear Model (GLM). In our investigation, a total of 25 diverse 
machine learning models were utilized. We posit that our study holds potential to 
significantly enrich the existing literature in this domain. Notably, the plantar pressure 
analysis conducted in our study incurred no costs for either patients or healthy 
individuals, and the utilized pressure analysis method is devoid of any harmful radiation. 
A notable strength of our study lies in the absence of adverse effects on patients 
stemming from the obtained dataset. 
 
5. Conclusion 

 
Radiological evaluations and related algorithms are available for predicting the prognosis 
of scoliosis in diagnosed individuals. However, predicting the risk of scoliosis in healthy 
adolescents remains challenging. The machine learning models derived from this study 
can offer a solution for predicting scoliosis risk in healthy adolescents. Moreover, we 
contend that incorporating data from plantar pressure analysis into machine learning 
models in this study will yield significant contributions to the literature. Consequently, 
predicting scoliosis risk in adolescents using plantar pressure analysis values and 
machine learning models can provide valuable insights for clinicians in this field. 
Furthermore, we believe that the dataset obtained from this study can serve as a 
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valuable resource for researchers in the field of scoliosis and those interested in 
conducting research in artificial intelligence. 
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Abstract 

Accurate time estimation is crucial for ensuring customer satisfaction and operational efficiency 

in the growing food delivery sector. This paper focuses on comprehensively analyzing factors 

affecting food delivery times and assessing the effectiveness of machine learning models in 

forecasting delivery times. For this purpose, authors incorporated a detailed dataset from a food 

delivery company on the Kaggle platform, encompassing delivery address, order time, delivery 

time, weather conditions, traffic intensity, and delivery person's profile information. The study 

evaluated the effectiveness and performance of various machine learning models such as Linear 

Regression, Decision Trees, Random Forests, XGBRegressor and the k-nearest neighbors 

(KNN) regression model using metrics like MAE, RMSE, and R².  The results demonstrate that 

ensemble methods— XGBRegressor—outperformed the other models in accurately predicting 

delivery times, achieving an R-squared score of 0.82. Additionally, a thorough analysis of feature 

importance uncovered the factors influencing delivery time estimation. This study offers insights 

into leveraging machine learning techniques to optimize food delivery operations and enhance 

customer satisfaction. The discoveries can assist food delivery platforms in deploying effective 

time estimation models and emphasizing factors for predictions. 

Keywords: machine learning; time estimation; feature importance; food delivery 

 

1. Introduction 

In the last few years, food delivery has experienced major expansion with the inception 
of the online platforms that connect customers, delivery drivers and restaurants. One of 
the difficulties that customers face is the uncertainty surrounding delivery times that 
prompts researchers to come up with predictive models that will allow estimations of 
delivery duration. These models tackle issues of planning, organization, and control to 
optimize operations of the delivery sector [1]. Moreover, there is a substantial body of 
research on speeding up the delivery process by using optimization methods that help 
in the more efficient routing of the vehicles [1] . Studies on delivery platforms require 
management decisions on issues such as the delivery times and subsidy administration 
to radically improve profits [2]. In this regard, cutting down on the delivery times is of vital 
importance for improving the level of customer satisfaction and for holding an edge 
among competitors. The industry of food delivery is in the process of ever-changing 
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trends, wherein the most attractive features are being created first in both customer 
service improvement and in the field of delivery process optimization, as well as towards 
technology exploration to provide quick and prompt service. 

There are numerous factors influencing food delivery times, that their impact has been 
studied, such as distance to the delivery address, restaurant preparation time, traffic 
conditions, weather conditions, and the experience of the delivery person [3]. Within this 
framework, the first aim of this study is to explore the key factors influencing food delivery 
times. These could include variables, such as the distance to the delivery address, 
restaurant preparation time, traffic conditions, weather conditions, and the experience of 
the delivery person. The outcome seeks to aid in finding effective solutions for optimizing 
delivery times, which are crucial for improving operational strategies and customer 
service. 

Machine Learning (ML) is an effective tool for providing ways out of this predicament. 
Within the framework of the enhancement of food delivery time, academic scholars have 
explored the application of ML tools. More specifically, ML algorithms can optimize 
delivery times by learning sophisticated patterns, making predictions based on vast 
quantities of data. Hence, ML models have been used to detect travel times and 
incorporate predictors into optimization models to resolve the last-mile delivery problem 
[4]. This article explores how ML can be used to analyze the elements that determine 
delivery times and forecast them. This work aims to identify the most effective ML 
approaches for predicting food delivery times and to make this information usable for 
improving food delivery services. This will increase customer satisfaction and improve 
the operational efficiency of businesses. This initiative aims to provide valuable insights 
to companies in the food delivery industry, enabling them to offer faster and more reliable 
services. 

In order to achieve its objectives, this study will examine the aforementioned factors and 
analyze how a range of ML models can accurately predict delivery times of food. The 
models used include Linear Regression, Decision Trees, Random Forests, KNN and 
XGBoost. The performance of each model will be evaluated using various metrics to 
determine the most effective one. 

The following sections include a literature review of the studies related with ML applied 
in food sector, with emphasis on the delivery element; presentation of the undertaken 
methodology followed by the results; and concludes with the discussion and conclusions 
parts. 

2. Literature review 

This study aims to understand factors affecting food delivery times and to use these ML 
models for their prediction. This literature review section presents studies that have dealt 
with ML applications in the food sector, and particularly the food distribution aspect. 

2.1. Relevant Studies 

The research encompasses steps such as examining the integration of technological 
innovations like artificial intelligence and Machine Learning in the food industry, with a 
focus on the competitive food distribution sector [5]. The necessity for businesses to 
optimize their processes due to customers' preference for online platforms is highlighted 
[6]. Various studies have explored ML techniques in different contexts. For instance, an 
integrated approach combining mechanical modeling and ML was proposed for 
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optimizing the thickness of frozen microwaveable foods, resulting in better heating 
homogeneity [7]. Liu et al. [7] discussed a framework integrating travel time predictions 
with order assignment optimization, emphasizing ML applications in food service delivery 
operations. Yang et al. [8] underscored the potential of ML in efficiently addressing 
challenges like delivery route decisions, food item demand forecasting, and logistic 
planning. They proposed a hybrid evolutionary optimization highlighting the performance 
advantages of ML-based algorithms for food delivery applications, focusing on package 
service, order selection and delivery route planning. Madani and Alshraideh [9] 
conducted a study on the vehicle routing problem in food order distributions, assessing 
the applicability of mathematical modeling and optimization techniques. The research 
emphasizes the potential of artificial intelligence in routing and timing to enhance the 
efficiency of logistics and distribution processes. They investigated the use of artificial 
intelligence and ML techniques to predict consumers' online purchasing decisions, 
providing significant insights for understanding consumer behavior and personalizing 
services. In their study, Maluud and Abdulazeez [10] build upon existing research 
highlighting the environmental, cost, and energy advantages of using e-scooters in postal 
and package delivery, evaluating the impact of these vehicles on delivery time and 
energy costs through the application of various ML algorithms. Such information can be 
utilized to comprehend customer preferences and behaviors in optimizing food delivery 
processes. The literature review process showed several approaches that were 
undertaken by scholars, and furthermore, a variety of factors that were explored as 
shown in the following Table 1.  

Table 1. Studies on ML Applications in Food Delivery 

Author(s) Approach/Model Factors Explored 

Liu et al.  [7] Mechanical modeling and ML Travel time predictions, order 
assignment 

Zhang et al. [8]  Hybrid evolutionary optimization and ML algorithms for order 
selection and route planning 

Order selection, delivery route 
planning 

Madani and 
Alshraideh [9] 

Mathematical modeling, optimization techniques, and artificial 
intelligence for routing and timing 

Vehicle routing, delivery timing 

Maluud and 
Abdulazeez 
[10] 

ML algorithms for evaluating the impact of e-scooters on 
delivery time and energy costs, and understanding customer 
preferences 

Vehicle mode (e-scooters), 
delivery time, energy costs, 
customer preferences 

Moghe et al.  
[11] 

Novel system based on multiple ML algorithms for enhanced 
delivery time estimates for batched orders 

Order batching, delivery time 
estimates 

Hildebrandt and 
Ulmer [12] 

Offline and online-offline estimation approaches using 
supervised learning to improve meal arrival time estimations in 
restaurant meal delivery services. 

Arrival time estimates, customer 
selections 

Zhu et al. [13] Utilization of a deep neural network (DNN) incorporating 
various features to enhance prediction efficacy 

Order fulfillment cycle time 

Gao et al. [14] Application of deep learning using a deep network named 
FDNET, prediction of feasible locations, consideration of 
factors affecting driver behaviors, and introduction of 
spatiotemporal information. 

Delivery route generation, time 
prediction, driver behaviors, 
spatiotemporal information 

Liu et al. [15] Integration of travel-time predictors with order-assignment 
optimization, reformulations of integrated models for efficient 
solving, and two simple heuristics for the multiperiod order-
assignment problem. 

Driver routing behavior, order 
assignment, travel time 
predictors 

Gao et al. [16] Applying Deep Learning Based Probabilistic Forecasting to 
Food Preparation Time for On-Demand Delivery Service 

Food preparation time 

Hughes et al. 
[17] 

Evaluation of ML methodologies to predict stop delivery times 
from GPS data 

Stop delivery times, duration 
prediction 

Many studies primarily examine operational factors such as travel times, order 
assignments, and driver behavior, with limited consideration of external factors. 
Nevertheless, the analysis does not delve deeply into external factors like weather 
conditions, traffic patterns, and events that may affect delivery times. Moreover, certain 
studies acknowledge the drawback of not considering real-time factors, indicating the 
necessity of integrating real-time data (such as traffic updates and weather conditions) 
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into predictive models to enhance the accuracy and adaptability of delivery time 
estimation. There is also a potential gap in the current research when it comes to 
incorporating customer preferences and behavior into predictive models. While some 
studies have touched on this topic, there is room for more extensive exploration of 
customer-related factors such as order preferences, historical data, and feedback. By 
incorporating these factors, we can enhance delivery efficiency and ultimately improve 
customer satisfaction. 

This study focuses on optimizing food delivery times through ML approaches, while 
specifically exploring new factors and methods not previously addressed in the literature. 
It aims to extend beyond the examination of previously defined factors like traffic 
intensity, weather conditions, and the delivery person's experience, to delve into less 
explored dimensions such as the relationship between customer satisfaction and waiting 
time. Particularly, this research intends to offer strategic improvements in delivery 
processes by conducting an in-depth analysis of various data features affecting delivery 
times and comparing different ML methods. This approach expands the existing literature 
by testing the applicability of advanced algorithms and providing innovative solutions to 
the complexities and uncertainties of delivery processes. The contributions of this study 
have the potential to enhance the efficiency and customer satisfaction of food delivery 
operations, offering directly applicable insights for industry practice. 

3. Methodology 

This study follows a comprehensive methodology to identify factors affecting food 
delivery times and predict these times using Machine Learning models. Our methodology 
includes data collection, preprocessing, modeling, and evaluation, followed by the 
analysis of the results that Part 4 will present. 

3.1. Data Collection 

The dataset used in this research is from a food delivery company on the Kaggle platform 
[18]. It includes various features like delivery address, order time, delivery time, weather 
conditions, traffic intensity, and delivery person's profile information. 

Food delivery adapts rapidly to today's dynamic lifestyle as a courier service. Offered by 
restaurants, stores, and specialized food delivery companies, customers usually place 
orders online via a restaurant's website, mobile app, or food ordering services. The 
delivery process involves various factors from start to end, directly affecting efficiency. 

Delivered products may include main dishes, appetizers, beverages, desserts, and 
grocery items. They need to be transported safely and intact, often in boxes, bags, or 
thermal carriers. The delivery person's vehicle choice significantly impacts delivery 
speed and efficiency. Vehicle selection varies with geographic conditions and city 
structure; agile transport like bicycles or motor scooters in large cities, while cars are 
more common in wider, open areas. 

3.1.1. Dataset Content 

The dataset used in this study encompasses extensive data related to food delivery 
processes. Variables like the delivery person's identity, age, rating scores, coordinates 
of the restaurant and delivery point, order and delivery times, weather conditions, traffic 
intensity, condition of the delivery vehicle, and delivery type are analyzed to understand 
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and predict delivery times. These data are collected to thoroughly examine factors 
influencing food delivery times and predict them using Machine Learning models. 

Table 2. Dataset Content 

Variable Name Data Type Description 

ID object Unique identifier for each delivery 
record. 

Delivery_person_ID object Identifier for the delivery personnel 
involved in the delivery. 

Delivery_person_Age object Age of the delivery personnel, 
typically a numerical value but 
listed as an object due to possible 
non-numeric entries 

Delivery_person_Ratings object Ratings given to the delivery 
personnel, typically on a scale, but 
listed as an object due to possible 
non-numeric entries. 

Restaurant_latitude float64 Geographical latitude of the 
restaurant from where the order is 
dispatched. 

Restaurant_longitude float64 Geographical longitude of the 
restaurant from where the order is 
dispatched. 

Delivery_location_latitude float64 Geographical latitude of the 
delivery location 

Delivery_location_longitude float64 Geographical longitude of the 
delivery location. 

Order_Date object The date on which the order was 
placed. 
 

Time_Orderd object The time at which the order was 
placed. 

Time_Order_picked object The time at which the order was 
picked up by the delivery 
personnel. 

Weatherconditions object Descriptive information about the 
weather conditions during delivery. 

Road_traffic_density object Information about the density of 
road traffic during delivery. 

Vehicle_condition int64 A numerical rating or 
categorization of the vehicle's 
condition used for delivery. This 
could represent various states of 
vehicle functionality and may 
impact delivery efficiency. 

Type_of_order object Type or category of the order. 
Type_of_vehicle object Type of vehicle used for the 

delivery. 
multiple_deliveries object Indicator of whether the delivery 

person is handling multiple 
deliveries simultaneously. 

Festival object Indicator of whether the delivery 
occurred during a festival. 

City object The city in which the delivery took 
place. 

Time_taken(min) object The time taken for the delivery, 
typically a numerical value but 
listed as an object due to possible 
non-numeric entries. 

3.2. Data Preprocessing 

The dataset underwent a data preprocessing process that included filling missing values, 
converting categorical data into numerical format, and cleaning outlier values. It was 
transformed into a DataFrame and consists of three CSV files: Sample_Submission, 
train, and test. Our studies were completed on the train dataset, which has 45,593 rows 
ranging from 0 to 45,592, indicating its comprehensiveness. There are a total of 20 
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columns observed, with names and data types including ID, Delivery_person_ID, Age, 
Ratings, Order_Date, and Time_taken(min), among others. Most columns were of the 
object type, typically used for categorical and textual information. However, columns like 
"Age", "Ratings", and "Time_taken(min)" were converted to the correct data types as 
they contain numerical data. Missing values were observed in some columns, and their 
correct imputation was crucial as it significantly impacts the analysis results. 

3.3. Feature Selection and Engineering 

In this study, the feature engineering process was comprehensively addressed. Initially, 
categorical data such as weather conditions and road traffic density were converted into 
a numerical format suitable for Machine Learning algorithms through Label Encoding. 
Subsequently, time-related features that could potentially impact delivery times were 
extracted from order dates, providing new information like day, month, and year. 
Additionally, delivery distances were calculated using the coordinates of restaurants and 
delivery points.  

For feature selection, we applied the XGBRegressor model's built-in feature importance 
calculation method. This method evaluates the importance of each feature based on how 
much it contributes to the prediction accuracy of the model. The feature importances are 
calculated using the mean decrease in impurity (MDI) criterion, which measures the 
decrease in node impurity (weighted impurity decrease) for each feature when it is used 
for splitting in the decision trees that make up the XGBRegressor model. 

All these features played a crucial role in enhancing the model's predictive capability and 
accuracy in estimating food delivery times. The process of identifying factors critical to 
the predictive accuracy of ML algorithms is a key step in feature engineering [3]. The 
detailed and comprehensive approach to feature engineering significantly improved the 
accuracy of the results and the overall performance of the model. 

3.4. Model Development 

Various Machine Learning models were developed and compared to predict delivery 
times. Machine Learning is the area of study that deals with the development of the 
algorithms and the statistical models that help computers to learn, and make inferences, 
as well as decisions, based on data without them being explicitly programmed. It is the 
process of using sophisticated mathematical models to process and interpret data, detect 
relationships, and make decisions or predictions based on the results. ML models have 
shown various remarkable results in learning highly intricate patterns from the data and 
then making future predictions for unseen data [19]. 

In this study, four different ML models were employed to predict the food delivery times. 
Each model has distinct characteristics and offers solutions for different types of data 
structures and complexities. These models include Linear Regression, Decision Trees, 
Random Forests, XGBoost, and KNN Regression: 

1.  Linear Regression: A basic and widely used statistical estimation method to model 

the relationship between independent variables and a dependent variable. It takes a 

weighted sum of the independent variables to predict a continuous output. This 

method deals with linear relationships between variables and provides an effective 

starting point for predicting food delivery times [10]. 

2. Decision Trees: These work by splitting the dataset into segments using simple 

decision rules, allowing them to model complex data structures. Decision trees are 
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non-parametric supervised learning algorithms [20]. Each decision node splits the 

data set into two or more homogeneous subsets, leading to predictions at the end.  

3. Random Forests: Developed by Breiman [21] they combine multiple decision trees 

to create a 'forest' using ensemble learning techniques. Each tree is built from a 

random subset of the dataset, and the final prediction is made by averaging the 

predictions of all trees or by a majority vote. This approach reduces the risk of 

overfitting and usually produces more reliable and robust predictions than a single 

decision tree. 

4. XGBoost (eXtreme Gradient Boosting): A high-performance gradient boosting library 

offering powerful algorithms for making predictions on complex datasets. Built on 

decision trees, XGBoost sequentially constructs trees, each learning from the errors 

of its predecessors. This model is favored for scalability, speed, and performance 

and often achieves high success in ML competitions and industrial applications [22]. 

5. K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) Regression: A non-parametric algorithm that predicts 

the value of a data point based on the values of its nearest neighbors in the feature 

space. KNN regression finds the K closest training examples to the input and 

averages their output values [23]. 

Each model was trained using cross-validation and hyperparameters were tuned with 
GridSearchCV. A critical step in our model optimization process is identifying the most 
suitable parameters for different machine learning algorithms using GridSearchCV. 
GridSearchCV evaluates every combination within specified parameter ranges to select 
those that maximize the model's accuracy score. This procedure is applied to each 
model, aiming to enhance both its accuracy and generalization capacity. The selection 
of parameters such as depth (max_depth) for decision trees affects the complexity of the 
trees and thus the learning capacity of the model, while parameters like the number of 
trees (n_estimators) used in ensemble algorithms aim to increase the stability and 
reliability of the predictions. These parameters have been carefully adjusted to enhance 
our models performance [24]. 

3.5. Model Evaluation 

In this phase, three primary statistical metrics were used to evaluate the prediction 
performance of the machine learning models regarding food delivery times, namely 
Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), and R-squared (R²). 
These metrics measure how accurate the model's predictions are and how well they fit 
the actual data. 

1. Mean Absolute Error (MAE): 

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) is a measure of how much the predictions of a model deviate 
from the actual values. For each prediction, the absolute difference from the real value 
is calculated, and the average of these differences is computed. Mathematically, it can 
be expressed as: 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
1

𝑛
∑ |𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖|

𝑛

𝑖=1
 (1) 
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Here, 𝑦𝑖 represents the actual values, and �̂�𝑖represents the model′s predictions.𝑛 is the 
number of observations. This metric is crucial for understanding the accuracy of the 
model in predicting the outcomes [25]. 

2. Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE): 

Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is a metric used to measure the magnitude of errors 
in a model's predictions. It calculates the square root of the average of the squares of 
the prediction errors, giving more weight to larger errors. RMSE offers a comprehensive 
assessment of model performance. The formula for RMSE is: 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
1

𝑛
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖)

2
𝑛

𝑖=1
 (2) 

In this formula, 𝑦𝑖 represents the actual values �̂�𝑖  represents the predicted values, and 
𝑛 is the number of observations. RMSE is particularly useful in quantifying the error in 
terms of the units of the observed data [26]. 

3. R-squared (R²): 

R-squared (R²) is a statistical measure that represents the proportion of variance for the 
dependent variable that's explained by the independent variables in a regression model. 
It ranges between 0 and 1 and is used as a measure of how close the model's predictions 
are to the actual values [27]. A higher R² value indicates that the model captures the data 
well. The formula for R² is: 

𝑅2 = 1 −
𝛴𝑖=1
𝑛 (𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖)

2

𝛴𝑖=1
𝑛 (𝑦𝑖 − �̅�𝑖)2

 (3) 

Here 𝑦𝑖 presents the actual values, �̂�𝑖 the model's predictions, and �̅�𝑖 the average of the 
actual values. These metrics have been used to evaluate the model's success in 
predicting food delivery times. Each metric addresses different aspects of the model and, 
when they are used together, they provide a balanced and comprehensive assessment. 
It is recommended to use these metrics in conjunction to gain a thorough understanding 
of the model's predictive capabilities and accuracy [28]. The success of ML algorithms is 
directly related to how low the values of the performance metrics used are [29]. 

4. Results 

This analysis has identified the features that are most decisive in predicting food delivery 
times. It provides critical information for developing strategies to more effectively forecast 
delivery times and enhance delivery processes. These findings offer deeper insight into 
the factors significantly affecting delivery times, laying the groundwork for future research 
by providing valuable insights.  The analysis of the collected training data thoroughly 
evaluated how well the models could adapt to different situations and accurately predict 
outcomes. Parameter tuning, done through GridSearchCV, tested how well the models 
performed with different settings to identify the most effective ones [20]. Using cross-
validation scores, GridSearchCV helped choose the best model setup, preventing 
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overfitting and improving performance. We assessed model performance by examining 
the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), and R-squared (R2). 
These measures assessed how close the models' predictions were to the actual values 
and their effectiveness in explaining differences in delivery times. Assessing 
performance was vital for understanding prediction errors and how well the models could 
handle variations in the dataset. The achieved results are presented below. 

a. Calculation of Feature Importances:   

After training, the feature importances were determined. These scores reflect the weight 
each feature has in the model's decision-making process. To obtain a better 
comprehension of the importance levels, these numbers were visualized in a bar graph 
form (see Figure 1). Every bar on the graph illustrates a feature, and the height of the 
bar illustrates the importance of that particular feature. This visualization allows us to 
instantly identify the most critical features of the model easily, and thus to understand 
the underlying information on which the model is built [21]. Visualization is a tool that 
helps us to better understand the intricate decision-making process within Machine 
Learning models. This can be vividly depicted by the visualization of different features 
and their effect on the model prediction as illustrated by Breiman [21] during the analysis 
of 5 million orders at Ele.me where it becomes easier for us to grasp these complicated 
processes. Moreover, this method not only broadens our understanding of the modeling 
process but also succinctly and clearly presents how the data affects the model 
predictions. 

 

Figure 1. Feature Importance 

b. Model Comparison Results: 

GridSearchCV was used to find the optimal parameters for each model to enhance 
performance on the dataset. More specifıbcally, the optimal parameter values chosen 
were max_depth of 7 for DecisionTreeRegressor, n_estimators of 300 for 
RandomForestRegressor, and n_estimators of 20 with a max_depth of 9 for 
XGBRegressor. The best number of neighbors (n_neighbors) for KNeighborsRegressor 
was set as 7. These parameters control the complexity and learning capacity of the 
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model. The models were trained on the training dataset (X_train, y_train), allowing them 
to learn patterns and relationships in the dataset. 

Once training was complete, predictions were made on the test dataset (y_pred = 
model.predict(X_test)), and each model’s performance was evaluated by comparing it to 
the actual delivery times (y_test). Table 3 presents the outcomes of this evaluation based 
on the three primary statistical metrics that were defined in the methodology part, namely 
Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), and R-squared (R²). 

Table 3. Model Comparison Results 

ML Model MAE RMSE R² 

Linear Regression 5.74 7.15 0.417 
Decision Trees 4.24 5.58 0.7172 
Random Forests 3.21 4.09 0.8126 
XGBRegressor 3.16 3.98 0.82 
KNN 5.53 7.05 0.43 

Linear regression seems to have relatively high errors compared to other models, 
indicating that it might not capture the underlying patterns in the data well. Decision trees 
show better performance compared to linear regression, with lower errors and a higher 
R² value, indicating better fitting to the data. Random forests further improve the 
performance over decision trees, with even lower errors and a higher R² value, 
suggesting a better fit to the data and improved predictive power. Linear Regression and 
KNN performed relatively poorly compared to other models, with higher errors and a 
lower R² value, suggesting that they may not be the best choice for this dataset. These 
metrics demonstrate the superiority of the XGBRegressor in predicting food delivery 
times, having the best performance in all three metrics:  

- Mean Absolute Error (MAE): Indicating the average deviation of the model's 

predictions from the actual values, with an MAE of 3.16, suggesting the model's 

predictions deviate from the actual values by an average of about 3.16 units. 

- Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE): The square root of the MSE, providing the 

typical magnitude of errors, was calculated to be 3.98. 

- R-squared (R²) Score: Indicating how much of the variance in delivery times the 

model can explain, an R² of 0.82 suggests the model can explain 82% of the 

variance in the dataset. 

Moreover, Figure 2 presents the performance comparison of the different machine 
learning models based on R-squared scores. The best parameters for each model and 
the highest R-squared scores achieved are indicated. The high R² score for the 
XGBRegressor indicates it can capture a large part of the variance in the dataset and 
effectively model the factors affecting delivery times.  
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Figure 2. Model Performance Comparison 

5. Discussion 

This study showed the efficiency of machine learning models, particularly 
XGBRegressor, in modelling correctly the delivery times of food. The investigation 
indicates that as a group, ensemble methods are superior to the other models, e.g. 
Linear Regression, Decision Trees, and Random Forests. The result comes in line with 
existing literature suggesting that ensemble methods overall outperform in complex 
prediction assignments owing to their capacity to pick up most intricate patterns and 
relationships within the data set. 

The XGBRegressor model achieved an impressive R-squared score of 0.82, indicating 
that it can explain 82% of the variance in delivery times. This high explanatory power is 
a testament to the model's capability in capturing the nuances of the dataset and the 
factors influencing delivery times. The low values of Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and 
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) further reinforce the model's accuracy and reliability. 

Compared to current state-of-the-art methods, the XGBRegressor model outperformed 
techniques used in similar studies. For instance, Liu et al. [15] achieved an R-squared of 
0.76 for travel time prediction, while the present study attained a higher R-squared of 
0.82 for delivery time estimation. Additionally, the proposed approach incorporates a 
comprehensive set of features, including weather conditions, traffic intensity, and 
delivery person's profile, which were not considered in some previous works [12, 13]. 

Feature importances analysis yields very useful information on the factors that are highly 
correlated to delivery times. This visualization provides for the user an immediate 
understanding of the most influential features and stakeholders can subsequently focus 
on optimizing those critical factors. To achieve operational efficiency and customer 
satisfaction goals, food delivery providers can prioritize the top-ranked features and 
implement targeted strategies. 
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It is necessary to keep in mind that the XGBRegressor model gave excellent results but 
there would be fluctuations in the results depending on the specific dataset used and 
also the region or operational context in which the model is applied. Consequently, it is 
suggested to test the model's performance on various datasets and consider the specific 
features of the target delivery setting. 

6. Conclusion 

This study aimed to identify the most effective machine learning models for predicting 
food delivery times and to understand the key factors influencing these times. The results 
demonstrate that the XGBRegressor model from the XGBoost library outperformed other 
models, achieving an R-squared score of 0.82 and low values of Mean Absolute Error 
(MAE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). This highlights the model's ability to 
accurately predict delivery times and capture the complex relationships within the 
dataset. 

As a result, featured importance analysis detected the main factors affecting delivery 
times. This data is board to a food delivery company to highlight and optimize its 
operations, thus leading to better customer satisfaction and efficiency of operation. 

This study contributes to the already existing body of knowledge on machine learning 
models for forecasting food delivery times by offering a complete analysis on the critical 
factors that affect such times. The research outcomes can be exploited by delivery-food 
companies to boost their businesses and establish a competitive edge in the ever-
growing food delivery market. While this study has provided significant insights into the 
application of machine learning for predicting food delivery times, there are several 
avenues for future research. 

Particularly, the research of the current study was concentrated on a particular group of 
factors like temperature, traffic, and courier background. Research studies could seek to 
develop more features which will eventually improve the prediction accuracy of the 
models. For example, the use of live traffic data, road construction details, or consumer 
feedback can help improve the services. 

Moreover, this research work mainly covered traditional machine learning models. 
Nevertheless, future analysis can develop deep learning methods like CNNs or RNNs to 
predict food delivery times. Deep learning models have demonstrated remarkable 
progress in several domains and could provide additional inputs or higher performance. 

Although this research has focused on predicting the delivery times, a future research 
study can investigate the integration of these predictions with optimization techniques for 
route planning, resource allocation and operational decision-making. Conjunction of 
machine learning models with optimization algorithms may eventually result in more 
efficient and cost-effective food delivery operations. 

Finally, within the framework of reinforcing the results and evaluating the implications for 
the practice, the forthcoming research should include the deployment of the developed 
models in real-life food delivery operations. Such evaluation will facilitate the assessment 
of, and refinement of models as based on real life feedback and constraints. 
Through this future research approach, food delivery optimization can be taken to the 
next level, resulting in satisfied customers, efficient business operations, and a 
sustainable food delivery industry. 
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Abstract 

This paper discusses the potential benefits of integrating artificial intelligence (AI) into education 

and how it can affect students' well-being and happiness. The study used a phenomenological 

design and involved 46 teachers who observed their students' experiences with AI and happiness. 

The findings were organised under five main themes. First, AI provides personalised learning 

opportunities that empower students. Second, AI enables teachers to focus more on teaching by 

reducing administrative tasks. Third, AI increases students' engagement and motivation, leading 

to more effective learning experiences. However, the study also highlighted ethical concerns that 

need to be addressed to prioritise students' welfare. Finally, the integration of AI into education 

prepares students for an AI-driven future and positively influences their learning experiences. 

These findings can benefit students, teachers and administrators by providing valuable insights 

into how AI can be utilised in education. 

Keywords: artificial intelligence; student happiness; educational management; smart board; 

teacher empowerment 

 

1. Introduction 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a powerful phenomenon of recent times that is widely and 
rapidly incorporated into every aspect of life. Many examples illustrate how AI is 
impacting various aspects of human life, such as access to information over the Web, 
consumption of news and entertainment, surveillance systems that identify individuals, 
financial market performance, citizens receiving welfare payments, and how drivers and 
pedestrians navigate [1]. Artificial Intelligence (AI) refers to the ability of machines to 
perform tasks that often require human intelligence. These tasks include gaming, 
language translation, expert systems, and robotics. While the idea of machines imitating 
intelligence dates back centuries, true machine intelligence emerged with digital 
computers in the 1940s, and as computer processing power improved, artificial 
intelligence evolved from simpler tasks (such as playing chess) to more complex tasks 
such as visual pattern recognition and natural language understanding [2]. With its use 
in every field in recent years, artificial intelligence can be defined as a supercomputer 
model or an ultra-advanced computer with human-like functions [3]. 

Intelligence has been defined as the computational part of the ability to achieve goals in 
the world. Artificial intelligence can be defined as the science and engineering of making 
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intelligent machines, especially intelligent computer programmes. This definition draws 
attention to the fact that intelligence, whether in humans, animals or machines, is goal-
oriented and problem-solving [4,5]. Although there is no common definition, it can be 
said that each definition brings explanations to the field of artificial intelligence and has 
an equivalent. When all definitions are analysed, as a general definition, artificial 
intelligence is expressed as adapting to insufficient information and resources [6].  
Artificial intelligence applications come to the fore as the harmony between scarce 
resources and information that cannot be obtained for numerous reasons and 
information sources develops. 

In recent years, it can be said that there is almost no area where artificial intelligence has 
not come to the fore. The use of artificial intelligence to increase and accelerate scientific 
discoveries is one of them. Artificial intelligence helps scientists to generate hypotheses, 
design experiments, collect and interpret large data sets. Among the breakthroughs of 
artificial intelligence in the last decade are self-supervised learning, geometric deep 
learning and generative artificial intelligence methods. Artificial intelligence, which helps 
scientists in scientific processes with these and similar methods, gives a lot of hope to 
those interested in what they can do [7].  

In the field of education, artificial intelligence transforms the way students learn, interact 
and relate to information. Studies examining the relationship between human 
communication and AI emphasise the transforming role of AI in communication 
processes. Topics such as human-computer interaction and computer-mediated 
communication, the role of AI as a communicator or mediator, and the tension between 
human agency and machine agency are addressed. In all these topics, although there 
are positive and negative effects of artificial intelligence on human communication, there 
is an optimistic attitude towards the exploration of new concepts, frameworks and topics 
[8]. 

The field of AI-Education has evolved over the years and first focussed on intelligent 
systems replacing traditional classroom teaching. However, in the late 1970s, there was 
a shift towards the tutoring model where AI-CAI systems aimed to provide individualised 
tutoring and solve educational problems rather than replace teachers. This led to the 
emergence of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS). The advent of web-based education 
has further changed the landscape by offering online learning materials that cater to the 
needs of students without a teacher. This model provided personalised learning 
experiences and greater flexibility. AI-supported education benefits students and 
teachers by providing personalised, flexible and engaging learning opportunities. AI tools 
enhance the learning process by enabling students to be more independent and improve 
their learning experience. Moreover, web-based and online educational materials 
support students' activities such as downloading, studying and completing assignments. 
Artificial intelligence plays a very important role in education, even in early childhood 
education [3,9].  

Artificial intelligence (AI) has revolutionised the education sector by automating 
administrative tasks and enhancing the learning experience. By leveraging AI tools, tasks 
such as scheduling, grading, and attendance tracking can be efficiently automated, 
giving teachers more time to focus on teaching and providing support to students. 
Education Management Information Systems (EMIS), powered by AI algorithms, enable 
education leaders to store, analyse and disseminate data, facilitating data-driven 
decision-making in various aspects of the education system. A well-designed EMIS can 
improve efficiency, aid planning and policy-making, and monitor educational outcomes 
through reliable data analysis and reporting. AI also provides opportunities for 
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personalised learning as it can diagnose student needs, make recommendations and 
identify students at risk for timely intervention and support. The growing interest in AI in 
education is leading to further research and evaluation of its pedagogical potential. In 
general, AI has become an integral component of education, transforming traditional 
processes and improving educational outcomes [10-12]. 

It can be said that artificial intelligence automates learning. Modern students are more 
connected to organizations that want to educate them. In this new era, networks and 
software can transfer knowledge from educational institutions to learners and 
continuously improve experiences in real time. Artificial intelligence is attracting great 
attention in a wide range of areas today. Digital learning, social networks and software-
based learning tools have become ubiquitous, leading to increased automation and 
artificial intelligence transforming every field, including education [10]. 

Using engaging educational approaches such as game-based learning and mobile 
learning can improve students' motivation and outcomes in the learning process. 
Implementing an AI-powered recommendation system can have positive results on 
students' engagement, motivation, and learning outcomes. Additionally, Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) has the potential to address fundamental challenges in education, 
transform teaching and learning practices, and contribute to global education goals. AI 
technologies can increase student engagement and provide personalized learning 
experiences by offering instant feedback and enabling self-correction. AI can also 
support collaborative learning environments that simulate real-world scenarios. 
Intelligent teaching systems and virtual learning assistants powered by AI encourage 
active participation, personalized learning, instant feedback and collaboration in 
education. Overall, AI has the capacity to revolutionize education and improve learning 
experiences for students [13,14]. 

Artificial intelligence systems used in education include expert systems, intelligent 
tutoring systems and dialogue-based systems. Especially during the Covid 19 Pandemic 
that affected the whole world in 2020, the use of artificial intelligence has become very 
important with applications such as data mining and student analytics that support online 
learning. Studies investigating the role of artificial intelligence in special education, all 
levels of education, educational robots and smart classes are increasing [15,16]. Using 
artificial intelligence-supported technologies, working with artificial intelligence tools and 
producing appropriate tools from the first grade of primary school to teacher training in 
faculties has become very important in recent years [17,18]. 

In studies questioning the future of artificial intelligence in education, the importance of 
experts, educators and students working together is emphasized. For this purpose, 
teachers' collaboration and support from artificial intelligence can play an important role. 
However, traditional school structures and culture can make this collaboration difficult to 
achieve. Using artificial intelligence to meet expectations can be beneficial in reducing 
teachers' workload and providing support to students. However, it is necessary to be 
aware of the dangers and potential disadvantages that come with the use of artificial 
intelligence and to address these points. Still, artificial intelligence has the potential to 
empower students and create change, but it is important to use it responsibly [19]. 

There are application examples of researchers who want to benefit from the power of 
artificial intelligence in the field of education. For example, academics specializing in 
artificial intelligence and education aim to help professors by creating smart campus 
environments using smart teaching and management techniques. In addition, efforts are 
being made to improve student learning experiences while increasing teacher efficiency 
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by using artificial intelligence technologies such as images, face recognition and adaptive 
learning in schools. In education management and decision-making processes, 
pedagogical quality is tried to be increased by better evaluating educational data with 
artificial intelligence and big data analysis. In this context, it is thought that artificial 
intelligence can have an impact on issues such as adaptive learning, teacher evaluation, 
smart tutoring robots, smart campuses and virtual classrooms and more, thus affecting 
student curiosity, interest and happiness [20].  

The rapid development of AI technologies has had a significant impact on education. 
These technologies are especially used in the field of artificial intelligence-based 
education (AIEd). AIEd aims to support the educational process through the use of 
artificial intelligence technologies. For this purpose, tools such as smart tutoring systems, 
chatbots, robots, learning analytics dashboards, adaptive learning systems and 
automatic evaluation are being developed. Chatbots are specifically based on 
technologies such as natural language processing, machine learning and deep learning. 
Early chatbots used either keyword matching mechanisms or natural language 
processing mechanisms. Looking from today to the future, it can be predicted that the 
use of artificial intelligence technologies in education will witness further advances [21]. 

Various tools are being developed regarding the use of artificial intelligence (AI) 
technologies in education. These tools include chatbots, intelligent tutoring systems, 
robots, adaptive learning systems, learning analytics dashboards, and automated 
assessment. Chatbots, for example, use natural language processing, machine learning 
and deep learning technologies. With the advancement of AI, these technologies are 
expected to become more widespread in education. According to the literature, the AI 
educational paradigm can be divided into three groups: AI-guided learners, AI-assisted 
learners, and AI-enhanced learners. The first paradigm, which is the most basic, is that 
students are recipients of AI services, but AI can also be used to represent knowledge 
models and guide cognitive learning [22]. 

The purpose of this study is to question the role of artificial intelligence (AI) in educational 
processes and its effect on student happiness based on teacher observations. In 
particular, this study will address the main themes of AI [23], such as adaptive learning, 
personalization and learning styles, expert systems, and intelligent tutoring systems, and 
evaluate the potential impact of these themes on student happiness. In this age where 
technology is rapidly advancing, the aims of this study are to examine how AI can affect 
the well-being and happiness of students and how this effect can be evaluated in line 
with teachers' opinions. In this context, the research problem is as follows: 

• How do artificial intelligence technologies affect student happiness? 

2. Method 

The phenomenology pattern was used in this qualitative study, which aimed to explore 
teacher experiences regarding educational tools and student happiness involving 
artificial intelligence. Phenomenology is an analytical approach that aims to reveal 
individuals' personal experiences and their underlying patterns of meaning. This 
approach involves a comprehensive examination of individual experiences to gain a 
deeper understanding of a particular phenomenon. Phenomenology was specifically 
used in this qualitative study involving teacher insights because it enables researchers 
to comprehensively and nuanced understanding complex human experiences within 
their contextual frameworks [24]. 
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2.1. Working group 

In phenomenological research, purposeful sampling methods can be used to select 
various individuals or groups. Maximum variation sampling is also one of the purposive 
sampling methods and aims to capture a wide range of perspectives on the topic you are 
interested in [25].. The study group consists of 46 teachers who had the opportunity to 
closely observe their students' experiences with artificial intelligence and happiness. 
Regarding the opportunities and infrastructure of the teachers working in the city center 
of Ankara, primary school classroom teachers (19), mathematics teachers (3), guidance 
teachers (2), English teachers (7), Turkish teachers (5), science teachers (5). teacher 
(2), music teacher (2), visual arts teacher (2), computer and instructional technologies 
teacher (3) and physical education teacher (1) voluntarily participated in the semi-
structured interview form. Of the teachers who participated in the study with their 
valuable opinions, 27 were women and 19 were men. The average professional 
experience is 2.3 years. While 32 of the teachers work in colleges, 14 teachers work in 
public schools. 

It is claimed that artificial intelligence technologies have created a revolution in education 
[21]. Studies stating that artificial intelligence technologies have left 20 years behind in 
education are frequently encountered [3]. Although periods such as twenty-thirty years 
are expressed and the history of artificial intelligence systems does not date back to very 
old times; There are studies showing that artificial intelligence has developed 
tremendously and has begun to be widely used in almost all areas of education [16]. 
When this literature data is considered together, it is predicted that the teachers who 
participated in the research may also have opinions about artificial intelligence. In 
addition, the teachers in the study experienced online education during the pandemic 
period [18]. Teachers with an average professional experience of less than three years 
are young teachers who experienced the pandemic period while receiving pre-service 
teacher training and are therefore closer to technology. 

2.2. Data Collection and Analysis 

This research aims to explore the impact of artificial intelligence on student happiness in 
teacher experiences. For this purpose, firstly, an in-depth literature review was 
conducted. This paper is primarily a review of the literature on the phenomena of artificial 
intelligence and student happiness. The review process involves searching the relevant 
literature, analysing and comparing the information found and presenting a concrete 
case. In the in-depth research process before starting the qualitative research part of the 
paper, the steps taken included identifying the research topic, evaluating and prioritising 
sources, identifying relationships and main ideas, outlining, writing and finalising the 
paper. Tips for success in conducting the review are also considered, including 
maintaining objectivity and balance, avoiding tedious data presentation and avoiding 
simplistic conclusions. In the literature review phase, it provides conceptual frameworks 
for understanding the AI era, highlights inconsistencies in the literature, synthesises 
results and provides an overview of the field [26,27]. 

In the study, data were collected using a semi-structured interview form. Descriptive and 
content analysis results were evaluated according to various criteria. The researcher's 
perspective and experiences were taken into account. Qualitative research processes, 
data collection, analysis and reporting are interconnected. However, with careful 
planning, a structured framework for these processes can be created [24]. This 
framework guides the research process and ensures that the research is systematic and 
rigorous. The research process provides an in-depth understanding of students' 
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experiences and exploring how these experiences interact with AI. This provides a 
broader understanding of how AI can impact students' experiences of happiness. 
Therefore, this research can successfully fulfill the aim of exploring students' experiences 
of artificial intelligence and happiness by using the qualitative research processes 
outlined in the literature. 

In this study, participants were informed about the purpose of the research and their 
verbal consent was obtained for voluntary participation. Interviews were recorded for 
analysis. Data were analyzed using content analysis, which involves grouping similar 
views based on specific statements and themes. The main purpose of qualitative data 
analysis is to reveal hidden information in social reality. Each participant's opinion was 
categorized, themed and coded using the deductive method, and the findings were 
presented in a report with frequency and percentage values. Although qualitative 
research processes are generally intuitive and relative, a general framework can be 
created with planned studies that include data collection, analysis and reporting [24]. 

2.3. Validity and Reliability 

This article focuses on examining artificial intelligence and student happiness with 
qualitative research method. Reliability and validity are important issues to consider in 
qualitative research. To ensure reliability, long-term participation, consistent data 
collection through continuous observation, and the use of triangulation are 
recommended and taken into account in this study. For transferability, the research 
context and processes were defined in detail. Steps such as meticulous documentation, 
audit trails, peer questioning, member checking, and reflexive journaling were followed 
to increase reliability [28]. In addition, opinions were taken from teachers who interacted 
with students over a long period of time to gain a deeper understanding of their 
experiences with artificial intelligence and its impact on their happiness. On the other 
hand, validation studies were conducted with the participants to ensure that their 
experiences were accurately represented. Throughout all of these research processes, 
care was taken to keep a reflexive journal to reflect on researcher biases and influences.  

3. Findings 

In interviews with teachers, it is seen that artificial intelligence has entered the agenda 
of schools. All education components, especially students, and naturally teachers are 
interested in artificial intelligence. Although an artificial intelligence-centered perspective 
generally prevails, a collaborative interaction led by students and with artificial 
intelligence tools is gradually being experienced. In the literature, artificial intelligence 
training paradigms are divided into three groups. These are expressed in three 
paradigms: the first paradigm in which students guided by artificial intelligence are just 
recipients, the first paradigm in which students are guided by artificial intelligence, that 
is, they learn as collaborators, and the other one, empowered by artificial intelligence, in 
other words, the student as a leader. Although students in the first group, the most basic 
paradigm, are generally recipients of artificial intelligence services, artificial intelligence 
can be significantly used to represent knowledge models and guide cognitive learning 
[22]. Teacher opinions about how artificial intelligence is used in the context of education 
embody this literature knowledge. 

The expressions obtained in teachers' opinions are grouped under five themes and given 
in table 1. According to teachers, artificial intelligence (AI) in education benefits students 
and teachers by providing personalized learning opportunities. Thus, it can be said that 
artificial intelligence helps student empowerment. Second, AI's ability to reduce 
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administrative workload allows teachers to focus more on teaching. Third, AI can 
increase students' learning engagement and motivation, making the learning experience 
more effective. Fourth, the potential of AI raises ethical concerns, and these concerns 
should be addressed with an approach that prioritizes student well-being. Finally, the 
integration of AI in education positively impacts students' learning experiences and 
prepares them for an AI-driven future. These five themes provide important information 
about how AI can be used in education and the potential impacts of this technology on 
students, teachers, and administrators. 

Table 1. Effects of Artificial Intelligence Technologies on Student Happiness 

Theme  Description Teachers' Opinions Frequency 

Personalized Learning and 
Student Empowerment 

Artificial intelligence (AI) in education 
benefits students and teachers by providing 
personalized learning opportunities. 

39 %86 

Reducing Administrative 
Burden 

AI reduces administrative workload and 
allows teachers to focus more on teaching. 

36 %79 

Increasing Participation and 
Motivation 

AI can increase students' learning 
engagement and motivation. 

41 %90 

Ethical Considerations and 
Emotional Well-being 

The potential of AI also brings ethical 
concerns. These concerns must be 
addressed with an approach that prioritizes 
student well-being. 

12 %26 

Preparing Students for an 
AI-Driven Future 

The integration of AI in education positively 
impacts students' learning experiences and 
prepares them for an AI-driven future. 

20 %43 

As seen in the table, Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be used in education in various ways, 
and this use can have various effects on student happiness and well-being. These effects 
were determined in five basic themes in collaboration with teacher opinions and literature 
and are explained in the table. According to the table, AI benefits students and teachers 
by providing personalized learning opportunities. A significant majority (86%) of the 
teachers participating in the study made statements regarding artificial intelligence's 
personalized learning and therefore empowerment of students. On the other hand, 
artificial intelligence regarding its ability to reduce workload accounts for 79% of teachers' 
opinions. Teachers do their jobs faster and easier with artificial intelligence. On the other 
hand, there is a very high percentage of teacher opinions (90%) who find artificial 
intelligence useful in the context of students' motivation. Teacher opinions regarding 
examples where artificial intelligence can motivate students just by mentioning its name 
offer remarkable inferences. 

In addition to all these positive aspects, the potential of AI also brings ethical concerns. 
These expressions of concern in teachers' opinions can be explained by an approach 
that prioritizes student welfare. A significant, albeit low, percentage of teacher opinions 
(26%) emphasize the need to be careful about artificial intelligence. Beyond all these 
themes, the fifth theme is explained with the codes of integration of AI into education, its 
positive effects on students' learning experiences and preparing them for an AI-driven 
future. Teachers have very hopeful views (43%) about preparing students for the future 
with an artificial intelligence experience that has been addressed in all its aspects and 
fulfilled its requirements. Overall, these five themes, when considered together, provide 
important information about how AI can be used in education, the potential impacts of 
this technology, and student happiness. 

3.1. Personalized Learning and Student Empowerment 

The field of Artificial Intelligence-Education has witnessed the emergence of adaptive 
and intelligent education systems since the 1970s. These systems were originally 
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created to address the limitations of Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) systems by 
offering smarter assessment of student knowledge and personalized instruction. These 
systems, known as Intelligent CAI or AI-CAI, were intended to replace traditional 
classroom teaching. However, a change took place in the late 1970s with the introduction 
of the "private lesson" model. Rather than replacing teachers, AI-CAI systems focused 
on providing individualized tutoring and solving educational problems. This led to the 
development of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS). Web-based education has also 
brought about a paradigm shift, with learning materials being delivered online to meet 
the needs of students without the presence of a teacher or instructor. This model offers 
personalized learning experiences and greater flexibility for students [9].  

Artificial intelligence-supported education benefits students and teachers by providing 
personalized, flexible and interesting learning opportunities. Artificial intelligence tools 
are software that can help students' learning processes [29]. Artificial intelligence tools 
enable students to be more independent and improve their learning experiences 
because they personalize the learning phenomenon [30]. It also supports students' 
activities such as downloading, studying and completing assignments by using web-
based and online educational materials. In this way, artificial intelligence plays an 
important role in education, including early childhood education [3]. 

The views of a classroom teacher (teacher 6) are important in this context: Artificial 
intelligence is pure happiness. What have we suffered so far? I was able to do 
vocalization, syllable combining, aloud reading, concretization, and gamification all 
through the smart board. This is as much as I know, what I can learn, and what I can get 
from young friends. Who knows what else is out there? I have been teaching primary 
reading for years and I have seen that these e-books and applications make things much 
easier. On the other hand, the statements of an English teacher (Teacher 26) who 
teaches kindergarten and primary school level are as follows: There are teachers I follow 
on social media. When they find new applications and share them, I use them 
immediately. I was working hard on material design using the methods I learned at the 
faculty. Now everything is as easy as a link. Every child participates. Nobody is left out. 
Attention is at a high level throughout the lesson. Giving homework and tablet etc. It is 
very easy to reach each student. I can see everything on the school's smart application. 
Children can see it too. 

AI-powered education systems provide an effective and efficient learning experience by 
allowing students to receive personalized and adaptive instruction. In addition, AI can be 
used to provide special support to students by increasing awareness of knowledge gaps 
and helps in real-time evaluation of complex skills and knowledge [12]. In addition, 
artificial intelligence tools can be used in online training courses to support students in 
improving their knowledge and skills. Adaptive education systems aim to adapt content 
and activities according to students' needs, while intelligent education systems can 
perform tasks such as coaching students and detecting misconceptions. These tools can 
analyze students' learning needs, adapt learning content, and provide instant feedback 
[29]. 

In this context, the views of a mathematics teacher (teacher 21) can provide an important 
example: Although I do not use the concept of artificial intelligence directly, the tools I 
frequently use, namely social media, online education tools, videos with educational 
content, are included in this artificial intelligence. There are dozens of artificial 
intelligence-supported applications on my computer at home or on my smartphone 
anywhere. The applications in which I review my notes, plans, and the achievements I 
have been able to write down, and prepare and share sample videos with my students 
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are very successful. Also, as a student, I am also studying for the exam. (There is an 
exam called KPSS to pass to a public school). We plan my exam process with an online 
institution and my teacher. I have online classes and there is a smart platform that keeps 
track of what I need to do every week, teaches in the evenings and keeps me informed 
of the latest developments. Let me tell you the bottom line: there are artificial intelligence 
tools while learning, teaching, and maybe even while sleeping. You said, "What is its 
relationship with happiness?" If all this didn't happen, I'd be even more unhappy than 
this. 

AI-powered adaptive learning platforms analyze student performance data to adapt 
educational content. These systems create personalized learning paths by identifying 
individual strengths, weaknesses and learning styles. When students feel that their 
education addresses their unique needs, they experience a sense of empowerment and 
ownership over their learning journey [29]. It offers a range of benefits that enhance 
students' learning experiences. Personalized learning, instant feedback, enhanced 
collaboration, access to educational resources, intelligent learning analytics and 
continuous learning support are some of the benefits that AI brings to education. By using 
AI technologies, educators can enhance students' learning experiences and increase 
overall educational effectiveness. [14]. 

Current research shows how AI can assist in improving learning opportunities for 
students and management systems. Sustainable Development Goal 4 aims to ensure 
equitable and inclusive education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all. AI 
technologies ensure equitable and inclusive access to education by providing 
appropriate learning opportunities for marginalized people, people with disabilities, 
refugees, and those living in isolated communities. AI can also personalize learning and 
create individual learning plans based on students' strengths, weaknesses, preferences, 
and activities. The use of these technologies is promising for increasing opportunities in 
terms of quality and access in education [11]. 

As a result, artificial intelligence (AI)-supported education systems are used to offer 
personalized and intelligent education to students. AI tools support students' 
independent learning skills, enhance learning experiences using online materials, and 
help teachers facilitate teaching. Artificial intelligence also provides benefits such as 
providing adaptive education and offering tailored support to students by analyzing 
student performance data. 

3.2. Reducing Administrative Burden 

Thanks to artificial intelligence tools, many business processes have become digital. 
Thanks to these automation processes, human labor and management are reduced. For 
example, arranging lesson times in schools, preparing classroom boards or adapting 
learning content are no longer entirely a burden on the teacher. Artificial intelligence can 
perform such tasks faster and more efficiently. While administrative tasks can overwhelm 
educators and distract them from teaching; AI simplifies administrative processes by 
automating routine tasks such as grading, attendance tracking, and scheduling. It is 
conceivable that when teachers have more time to focus on teaching and guiding, 
students will benefit from a more engaging and supportive learning environment [10]. 

Education Management Information System (EMIS) is a system used for education 
leaders to store, analyze and disseminate information. EMIS can make data-driven 
decisions with artificial intelligence algorithms. The development of EMIS, the generation 
of AI-powered data in every field, has the potential to support real-time decisions in every 
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aspect of the education sector. A well-designed and functioning EMIS provides useful 
information to manage and manage the education system more efficiently, develop 
feasible and cost-effective plans, formulate responsive policies, and monitor and 
evaluate education outcomes. With data collected reliably and regularly, AI-enhanced 
EMIS can automatically analyze data to create data dashboards at both the school level 
and national level [11]. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) offers various opportunities and advantages in the field of 
education. AI has the potential to support learning and can be used for tasks such as 
diagnoses, recommendations and decisions. Additionally, AI-supported education 
systems are used to analyze classroom dynamics and identify students at risk. In this 
way, timely intervention is provided. The pedagogical potential of AI is being evaluated 
by researchers and practitioners and is increasing scientific outcomes. AI plays an 
important role in the field of education [12]. AI can also enhance collaborative learning 
and give teachers insight into students' discussions, thus driving student engagement 
and learning. [11]. 

With data analysis skills and machine learning algorithms, educators can learn about 
students' strengths, weaknesses, and learning patterns. Based on this information, 
teachers can create customized learning paths, set targeted intervention goals, and 
provide timely feedback. Artificial intelligence also facilitates the creation of various 
learning materials and media along with technological advancements in education. 
Teachers can choose from available platforms and applications without needing an in-
depth understanding of technology [30]. It can also help teachers free up their time to 
focus on student guidance and one-on-one communication [11]. 

In this context, the following statements made by a classroom teacher (teacher 3) may 
be revealing: After working in public schools for 24 years, I continue to learn with students 
in a collage. There are smart practices that I learned during the seminar with my young 
colleagues and that I want to improve myself. It can be downloaded anywhere, in the 
classroom, at home, and on my smartphone. I'm not saying to make things easier, look, 
he does things himself. Many websites have countless smart applications. I open a few 
and show them, and more than half of the class learns them on their own. While they are 
doing their books and notebooks, I can devote plenty of time to the remaining students. 
This means being able to make interventions that used to be done outside of class, 
during extra time, or after a semester's delay, within that class. My workload is less and 
my mind is more at ease. How happy I am to leave learned children on the way home in 
the evening! Even though it was difficult to upload photos, videos, a lot of homework files, 
etc. to the school's smart application, it worked very well. The parent also becomes 
happy as he keeps track of everything, and it is enough to summarize the situation with 
the satisfied parent in two words once a month. 

In addition, the views of a physical education teacher contain important concretizations 
in the context of reducing the administrative burden: I prepared children for tournaments 
for years. These are the ones that come to my mind: chess, tennis, futsal, wrestling (my 
field, laughter), darts. In the past, preparing documents for these tournaments was more 
difficult than preparing the children. It's easier now. It's all on the computer. You 
mentioned what else there is, I'll tell you as soon as I remember: There is filling out the 
class notebook, for example. I would forget what I achieved in each class. It's been a few 
years since I learned a practice, it's legendary. Always up to date. Open it, look at it and 
fill it for two minutes... 
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It is anticipated that as AI development progresses, the roles of educators will transform. 
It is suggested that as AI tools take on more analytical tasks, educators will need to focus 
on “softer” intuitive and empathetic skills [31]. In one sense, the roles of educators are 
decreasing on the one hand and increasing on the other. Artificial intelligence will also 
play an important role in administrative tasks and can help streamline processes and 
reduce costs. However, it is a controversial issue if artificial intelligence completely 
replaces the teacher or lecturer. While work becomes easier, educators' human touch 
roles such as guidance, establishing relationships, and encouraging creative thinking 
come to the fore with increasing importance [30]. 

As a result, the use of artificial intelligence in education enables the automation of many 
processes, reducing the burden on teachers and administrators. Artificial intelligence 
also provides different opportunities for students by offering personalized learning 
strategies, targeted interventions, and timely feedback. It can analyze classroom 
dynamics and identify students at risk so timely intervention can be made. However, 
there is debate about whether artificial intelligence will completely replace teachers or 
whether their roles will change. Artificial intelligence has the potential to improve 
education and empower educators to create a more effective learning environment, but 
educators' skills such as motivation, relationship building, and creative thinking are still 
important. 

3.3. Increasing Participation and Motivation 

The future of artificial intelligence in education is exciting. As technology advances, it is 
clear that we will see more advanced AI-powered tools and platforms. These tools will 
be able to improve students' learning experience even more than today. Artificial 
intelligence can enhance the role of educators, personalize learning and facilitate access 
to information. However, in this process, educators' motivating human touch roles such 
as mentoring, building relationships, and encouraging creative thinking are increasingly 
important [30]. 

Students' participation in the learning process is a strong supporter of motivation. Using 
engaging educational approaches such as game-based learning and mobile learning can 
improve learning motivation and outcomes. When an artificial intelligence-supported 
recommendation system is implemented that affects students' learning engagement, 
motivation, and outcomes, positive results can be achieved [13]. 

Artificial intelligence has the potential to tackle some of the biggest challenges in 
education today, innovate teaching and learning practices, and accelerate progress 
towards global education goals (UNESCO, 2023). Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies 
can increase student engagement and provide personalized learning experiences. AI 
facilitates students' self-learning by providing immediate-constructive feedback, enabling 
them to make self-cognitive and behavioral corrections. Additionally, AI can support 
collaborative learning environments, creating a dynamic learning environment that 
mimics real-world scenarios. Intelligent teaching systems and virtual learning assistants 
encourage active participation, personalized learning, instant feedback, and 
collaborative learning in education through AI-powered tools [14].  

A recent study investigated how teacher support may moderate the effects of student 
mastery on need satisfaction and intrinsic motivation to learn with AI technologies. The 
results of the study show that both teacher support and student expertise, including self-
regulated learning and digital literacy, play an important role in intrinsic motivation and 
competence to learn with AI chatbots. This highlights the importance of teacher 
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participation and guidance in the effective use of AI technologies in educational 
environments [33]. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a technology that has the potential to greatly improve 
education systems. AI is growing rapidly in the education sector, and many innovative 
companies are creating AI tools to transform learning processes. These tools can create 
immersive virtual learning environments, break down language barriers, create custom 
plans for each student, and more. For example, platforms such as Course Hero and 
Gradescope are tools that demonstrate the potential of AI in education. The application 
called Course Hero offers homework help to students using artificial intelligence. 
Duolingo, on the other hand, provides personalized language lessons, ALEKS or 
MathGPTPro adaptive assessments for math, and personalized learning plans. Doping 
Memory, on the other hand, personalizes traditional classroom guidance with online tools 
[34]. Launched on November 30, 2022, ChatGPT attracted attention with its power and 
ability to perform complex tasks, reaching more than one million users in a week. 
Although its use in the field of education is controversial, the potential benefits and 
inherent limitations of ChatGPT in promoting teaching and learning are highlighted [35]. 
With these and countless similar applications, artificial intelligence provides a variety of 
opportunities such as individualized education, automatic assessment, data analysis, 
student collaboration and interaction. 

It is possible to concretize this issue with the experiences of a teacher (teacher 29): I 
myself was appointed thanks to artificial intelligence. I assume you are aware of collage 
working hours. If you don't know, it's a lot. We are at school from morning to evening and 
I have no free time. Even if there is, other work and course fillings are done. So, I enrolled 
in an online course during my college years. Sometimes I worked all night until the 
morning. The system that identified the subjects I was missing caught my attention at 
that time. Now I help children. I give a lot of online homework on tablets. 

Technological education stakeholders, constantly evolving with significant innovations 
and changes, have significant impacts on the intellectual happiness and well-being of 
students. These tools are so fast and widespread that various academic sectors are 
having great difficulty keeping up with education-based technology trends that can 
enhance learning and teaching experiences. These education technology trends include 
broad open online courses or MOOCs, artificial intelligence or AI, augmented reality (AR) 
and virtual realities (VR), gamification, big data, learning analytics, and many other forms 
of learning that can be used outside of or in support of the traditional classroom 
environment. They are available in numerous options [36]. 

The statements of a classroom teacher (Teacher 12) on this subject can be included: I 
have been using smart boards etc. for approximately 10 years. At that time it was called 
smart board, but now it is something completely different. This must be artificial 
intelligence. Let me put it this way: In the early days, boards were like projectors. Maybe 
it seemed that way to us, or that we could use it that much. There were things like 
overhead projectors when we were kids... There was an ongoing technology called 
projection devices, which were less advanced than overhead projectors, and smart 
boards. Oh, let me tell you this, the common thing in every period is that these tools 
always had the motivational power. Technology continues to motivate all children. These 
tools turn into miracles, especially in the hands of teachers who are knowledgeable (who 
are interested in technology and can use it correctly in lessons). 

Consequently, the use of artificial intelligence (AI) in education holds great promise for 
improving the learning experience for students. Engaging approaches such as game-
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based and mobile learning can increase motivation and results, and an AI-powered 
recommendation system can further increase engagement. However, the role of 
educators in building relationships, guiding students, and encouraging creative thinking 
remains important. Teacher support and student expertise in self-regulated learning and 
digital literacy are also important factors in motivating students to learn with AI 
technologies. 

3.4. Ethical Considerations and Emotional Well-being 

The use of AI in education is beneficial for supporting emotional well-being and 
personalized learning experiences. However, it also raises ethical concerns regarding 
student privacy, algorithmic bias, transparency, misuse of student data, and potential 
inequality. AI systems should not undermine student and teacher autonomy, and 
measures such as transparent communication, ongoing evaluation, and strong security 
measures are necessary. While AI-powered platforms can analyze students' learning 
styles and deficiencies to provide personalized support, it is crucial to address privacy 
concerns and provide fair algorithms. Similarly, AI-powered collaboration tools can 
improve group discussions and collaboration, but over-reliance on AI can reduce 
empathy and emotional connection between students. To ensure a balanced approach, 
it is important to find the right balance between leveraging AI technologies and 
maintaining ethical principles [37]. 

The integration of artificial intelligence in education also presents challenges such as 
privacy and security of student data, ethical issues, and passivation of learning 
experiences. AI collects and analyzes student data for personalized learning 
experiences, which means data protection and regulations are important. The use of 
student data and decision processes raise ethical questions and highlight that AI systems 
must comply with ethical standards such as fairness and transparency. Additionally, it is 
possible for AI to deliver personalized learning experiences, but this could lead to passive 
learning, which carries the risk of overconfidence. Therefore, it is important to strike a 
balance between human interaction and AI training. Policymakers and educators must 
address these challenges and manage the role of AI in education in accordance with 
ethical standards [14]. 

The views of an exemplary teacher (teacher 38) in the context of establishing a balance 
between human interaction and artificial intelligence are as follows: We had produced a 
project to establish a small YouTube channel. The students and I were recording math 
subjects at home. Watching and interpreting those videos on the smart board in our 
classroom was a good artificial intelligence-supported activity. We never showed our 
faces while doing this. Just our hands and a white paper, pencils etc. Most people share 
everything quite easily. We focus on our lesson. Our goal is not to get likes, etc., but just 
to learn by telling. It may not be a problem today, but we don't know what will happen in 
the future. It is better to be cautious. It is my responsibility to protect the rights of children. 

AI in education requires carefully approaching issues of privacy, ethics, and striking a 
balance between AI and human education. The integration of AI in education brings 
challenges that need to be addressed, such as privacy and ethical issues regarding 
student data. AI is based on collecting and analyzing personal information to provide 
personalized experiences. Additionally, over-reliance on AI technologies may pose a risk 
of a passive learning experience for students. Maintaining a balance between AI and 
human training is important to sustain meaningful interactions and promote deeper 
understanding [14]. 
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It is clear that AI and other AI-enabled technologies are here to facilitate human life and 
contribute to the progress of humanity. However, it is important not to fall into the mindset 
that technology is good by default and to take a critical approach before fully integrating 
AI into educational processes. As part of this critical approach, it is important to first 
establish an ethical policy and clearly define ethical boundaries for how AI will use 
human-generated data. Additionally, it is important to test AI-enabled training processes 
and retest automated processes to prevent mechanical learning [23].  

In this context, the views of a guidance counselor can be included: It is necessary to 
think not once but ten times and then share. Everyone has smart devices. Everyone is a 
videomaker. Everyone is a director. How did it happen? Of course, thanks to artificial 
intelligence applications. When it comes to easy sharing of effects and music, we are 
always on the internet. Attention I say attention and attention. 

Publicly available generative artificial intelligence (GenAI) tools are rapidly expanding 
and are therefore outpacing national regulations. This jeopardizes users' data privacy 
and leaves educational institutions unprepared to use the tools correctly. Therefore, 
GenAI tools need to be streamlined by adopting a human-centered approach. Key steps 
such as requiring data privacy protection and setting an age limit for independent 
conversations with GenAI platforms are suggested. Additionally, it is important to take a 
human-centered and age-appropriate approach to ethical verification and pedagogical 
design processes [38]. 

As a result, artificial intelligence provides many benefits in education and has an 
important role in supporting emotional well-being and personalized learning experiences. 
However, it also raises ethical concerns such as student privacy, algorithmic bias, 
transparency, and misuse of data. Transparent communication, ongoing evaluation, and 
strong security measures are required to address these concerns. AI-powered platforms 
have the potential to provide personalized support to students, but privacy concerns and 
fair algorithms need to be addressed significantly. Policymakers and educators are 
required to manage artificial intelligence in education in accordance with ethical 
standards. A critical approach is needed to determine the ethical limits of artificial 
intelligence use and ensure a human-centered approach. 

3.5. Preparing Students for an AI-Driven Future 

Artificial intelligence (AI) has various transformational areas in the field of education. 
Going beyond traditional pedagogical approaches, AI can create educational robots that 
enrich the learning experience using embedded computer systems. These robots are 
capable of teaching basic skills such as spelling and pronunciation and can be 
customized to the student's individual abilities. Additionally, AI supports the use of web-
based and online training materials. This facilitates students' activities such as 
downloading educational materials, studying them, and completing their assignments. In 
this way, AI plays an important role at every stage of education, from early childhood 
education to primary school to lifelong learning [3]. This highlights the potential and 
impact of AI in the education sector. Therefore, applications of AI in education can play 
an important role in shaping future pedagogical strategies and educational policies. This 
can help the education sector better understand how it can integrate AI technologies to 
improve students' learning experiences and achieve educational goals. 

The integration of artificial intelligence (AI) in education positively affects students' 
learning experiences. Thanks to AI, personalized learning, instant feedback and 
enhanced collaboration can be achieved. Education is important in improving artificial 
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intelligence skills and aims to close the skills gap in this area. Artificial intelligence skills 
require not only the use of technology but also the rethinking of educational contents and 
methods. Developing new digital skills is important in a society empowered by artificial 
intelligence. The aim is to unlock the power of digital competencies that can analyze, 
use, and decode Artificial Intelligence [11]. 

I would like to include the opinions of a classroom teacher (Teacher 2) who was very 
impressed by me while listening: We started primary school online during the pandemic. 
All my parents and school administration asked, "Teacher, how did you teach these 
children to read and write remotely?" They said the sentence many times. And I always 
say, “This is their age. Children are more ready for this age than we are. “I just adapted.” 
I told. That's it. We are preparing them for the future. Yes, the pandemic left a lot of 
trauma. We are very sorry. We lost our loved ones. But we had the opportunity to quickly 
experience the future lives of our children. There was an advertisement in my high school 
years that said the future will come fast. Now just like that, the future of these children 
came pretty quickly. 

The Information and Communication Technologies Competence Framework for 
Teachers (ICT-CFT), developed by UNESCO in 2011, outlines the competencies that 
teachers need to integrate into their practice to develop critical knowledge and 
awareness in students in the digital age. The framework highlights the role of digital 
technologies in supporting six key areas of knowledge: Understanding ICT in Education, 
Curriculum and Assessment, Pedagogy, ICT, Organization and Management and 
Teacher Professional Learning. It also describes three stages of knowledge acquisition: 
technology literacy, knowledge deepening, and knowledge creation [34]. 

It determines the competencies required for teachers to integrate digital technologies 
into their professional practices and develop critical knowledge and awareness with their 
students. It also emphasizes that it is not enough for teachers to only have the skills to 
manage and teach digital technologies, but they also need to support their students in 
having the ability to collaborate. These skills become a part of citizenship education in 
the growing technological world, enabling students to participate in the digital society 
[40]. 

In this context, the adventure of opening a robotic coding course and the observations 
of a classroom teacher (teacher 41) can be given as an example: Getting a robotic coding 
certificate was quite good. Teaching is my main job. My hobby is coding workshop. There 
must be work to do at school all day long. We even made traditional lessons more fun. 
Servest activity lessons are written robotically in our syllabus. We changed the name. 
We switched to Arduino sets this year with the class I started last year. There's been a 
lot of progress. Even other students at school called me their robotics teacher. We are 
considering participating in robot tournaments. 

The proliferation of artificial intelligence (AI) and digital technologies in the classroom 
requires teachers to acquire new skills to use these technologies effectively. These 
capabilities include understanding how AI-powered systems work, interpreting and 
managing the data provided by these systems. Additionally, teachers need to understand 
the dangers and opportunities of AI, develop more human capabilities, and equip 
students with skills that cannot possibly be replaced by machines. Therefore, teacher 
preparation programs should take these new abilities into account [41]. However, it is 
not enough for teachers to simply understand and comprehend these new technological 
possibilities; AI developers also need to collaborate with educators, content designers, 
and interdisciplinary experts. 
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Artificial intelligence should be seen as a tool to support educators rather than replace 
them. Collaboration between artificial intelligence technologies and true natural 
intelligence teachers is important to create effective learning environments. Digital 
literacy and artificial intelligence skills should also be encouraged. Students must learn 
to critically evaluate and use AI-enabled tools and understand ethical rules. In this way, 
artificial intelligence can improve learning experiences and create positive effects in the 
field of education [14].  The education world should adapt to technological developments 
to improve the quality of information and communication technology-focused education 
by using artificial intelligence systems [30]. 

The views of a classroom teacher (teacher 18) can be included to support this issue: I 
also studied computer teaching as a minor so that children would be ready for the future. 
First of all, I thought I should be ready at the faculty. It's good that! I want to tell you about 
some of the things I saw in the teachers' room. Many teachers are very eager to adapt 
and learn new technologies. On the other hand, there are teachers who try to do business 
only with old stone bath books. Of course, I would like to mention those who are 
successful in this way, keeping them aside. I think classes whose teachers adapt to 
artificial intelligence technologies are luckier. So why shouldn't other classes be lucky? 

Overall, AI has the potential to greatly improve the quality of education and enhance 
students' learning experiences. Artificial intelligence can be used to develop educational 
robots that teach basic skills and can be customized to individual student abilities. 
Additionally, artificial intelligence supports the use of web-based and online educational 
materials, providing easier access to learning resources. The integration of artificial 
intelligence in education enables personalized learning, instant feedback, and improved 
collaboration between students. Teaching artificial intelligence skills in schools is 
important to close the skills gap in this rapidly developing field. A happy student in the 
age of AI is one who feels equipped to navigate the AI environment with confidence. 

4. Conclusion 

As a branch of computer science that aims to have intelligent behavior and improve 
human actions, the effects of artificial intelligence on the transformation in the field of 
education have been dizzying. In education, AI is used for a variety of purposes, such 
as delivering personalized learning experiences, intelligent training, and data-driven 
insights through machine learning systems and algorithmic processes. By integrating AI 
into education, learning processes become more adaptable and personalized. AI, also 
known as Machine Intelligence, involves the ability to learn and perform various tasks. 
AI is a branch of science whose visibility increases day by day compared to the previous 
day, with its algorithmic structure that imitates human intelligence and tries to meet 
demands by processing user data [23-37]. 

Collaboration studies in the field of artificial intelligence and education are taking place 
with increasing momentum day by day. Literature reviews show that artificial intelligence 
has become increasingly visible in the world of education in recent years. The research 
results, conducted using the Web of Science database during the literature review phase 
of this study, show with the VOSviewer visual which concepts artificial intelligence stands 
out in the field of education. 
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Figure 2 – The impact of artificial intelligence on education 

This VOSviewer image shows a word cloud and its relationships analyzing the impact of 
AI on education. It aims to explain the role of key concepts such as image, technology, 
education, motivation and effectiveness in the field. Relationships between different 
concepts are represented by the thickness of the lines, indicating the frequency with 
which these concepts occur together. Additionally, different colors indicate different 
groups or related concepts. This image helps viewers understand the main themes and 
important issues related to artificial intelligence in education. Overall, this image is a 
valuable tool for identifying concepts that are important in the field of education, 
especially concepts such as technology, motivation, and effectiveness. Understanding 
these concepts is extremely important to understanding the impact of artificial 
intelligence on education. 

The role of artificial intelligence (AI) in education is considered in communication 
processes, human-computer interaction and computer-mediated communication. AI has 
the potential to transform the way students learn and interact with information. Although 
AI has both positive and negative impacts on human communication, there is optimism 
in exploring new concepts and frameworks. AI can automate learning and provide 
learners with knowledge transfer and continuous improvement in real-time experiences. 
AI applications in education include creating smart campus environments, increasing 
teacher efficiency, improving student learning experiences and evaluating educational 
data. AI is seen as a future component of educational processes such as adaptive 
learning, personalization, expert systems and intelligent tutoring systems by promoting 
students' well-being and happiness. 

Artificial intelligence cognitive agents, coded learning contents, can perform various 
cognitive activities such as speaking, hearing, seeing and learning. Artificial intelligence 
technologies such as vision, natural language and speech have transformed traditional 
education, transforming information processing and intelligent adaptive learning. This 
has inspired educational institutions and teachers to rethink their curricula. Teachers and 
students can make a customized learning plan based on students' needs and existing 
learning environments by eliminating mismatches through various AI-based methods. 
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This can provide a more engaging learning experience for students while also increasing 
their learning capacity and efficiency. Studies addressing the relationship between 
artificial intelligence and education may benefit teachers, students, and researchers in 
the future by providing teaching strategies, methods, and techniques, as well as 
materials for thinking about new directions and applications of artificial intelligence in 
education [30]. 

In conclusion, artificial intelligence plays an important role in the field of education and 
will shape future learning processes. The age of artificial intelligence presents students 
with both opportunities and challenges. Educators can provide a positive and fulfilling 
educational experience by focusing on personalized learning, emotional well-being, and 
ethical issues. It is important to embrace AI as a tool that increases students' happiness 
and equips them for a dynamic future. 

Suggestions 

Artificial intelligence (AI) offers a broad perspective with the potential to improve the 
quality of education and enrich students' learning experiences. AI can be used as a tool 
to create educational robots that can adapt to students' individual abilities and teach 
basic skills. Additionally, AI serves as a support mechanism to provide more convenient 
access to web-based and online educational materials. Incorporating AI into educational 
processes brings opportunities such as personalized learning, rapid feedback and 
increased collaboration between students. Teaching AI skills in schools is critical to 
addressing the skills gap required by this rapidly evolving field. In the age of AI, a 
student's happiness is directly related to their ability to feel safe in the AI environment. 
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